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2.1. In order to obtain a gnified list of all names cited in various

contexts in Indo-Pacific Fascicle One(1.2) - unified by some one principle of

relationship - we take the lint of Polynesian languages prepared, by Wen (1963)

and add to it language and dialect names which Are geographically closest to the

name given by Wen.

This, to be sure, combines the probability (1) that geographic contiguity

will generally serve as a guide to closer subrelationships, with (2) the evidence

of percentages of shared basic vocabulary used by Even for estimating relative

closeness of subrelationships. (Other kinds of evidence are not reflected in

the following list, but are discussed in the following sections of this chapter

(2,2ff)).

The presumption or assumption in respect to the unified list is that

where a close eubrelationship is found by lexicostetistics between two languages

(A and B), a third language, if spoken in the 'sane archipelago, for example;

will be closer to languages A and B then to languages spoken in some other

archipelago. This presumption holds only for islands within the Polynesian

triangle, and certainly not for Polynesian Outliers spoken on islands in

Melanesia or Micronesia. Other evidence is needed for estimating their sub-

relationships.

The higher order classification of the place of the Polynesian branch

('subfamily 9 in the Austronesian family in described in Indo- Pacific Fascicl:

One (1:1). The following arrangement of our unified. Polynesian language list

reflect sUbacesification within the Polynesian branch alone.

1. West Polynesian Cluster

1. TOngic Region

1. Tongan (Tonga -tea)

2. Niue
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Ellicean Hosion

1. =ice
2. Tikopia (Tikopia-Anuta-Fakata)

3. Ontong Java (Luangiva, Leuangiva), 782 speakers on On,tong Java

(Lord Howe), in north central Solomon,

4. Me le-Pita, 600 speakers on Pile Island in Vile Harbor and

adjacent mainland of Efate /Oland, southern New Hebrides

3. Bennell (FAigaba, itusggava)-Bellona (Mbanggiki), 1,008 speakers on

Pennell, 587 speakers on Be lions, in southern Salmons

4. Samoan

5. Pileni (Pilheni)4ukapu-Nifiloli--liatemawilupani-Alff (together also

called Beef Island), 709 speakers on Duff Islands (220 speakers) and

On some of the .Beef Wallow) Islands (Wateva 45 speakers, Nupani

and Na logo 147, 11ukapu,61, Pileni. 134, Nifiloli (Nifilola) 102),

in the Santa Cruz Archipelago. (This is not the same language as

the Nifiloli spoken on the Main Beef Islands, a Papuan language

mistakenly named after the Nifiloll Polynesian Outlier island

on which it was first collected.)

6. !Fatima (West Puttum)-Anive. spoken on Aniwa (2L4 speakers) and Futuna

Weald*, east of TOMS Islands, southern New Hebrides,

There are two or three additional Polynesian Outlier languages which

would seem to belong to the West Polynesian Cluster: Ike (Nam) with some

80 speakers on Soule (Three Island. in the. central New Hebrides; the

following am, Taku. Neu, !mu) spoken on Ilortlock Island in the northern Solomon',

Ramie, with less than 100 speakers on Nuguria Island east of. New Ireland, and

Maga a. spoken in the northern Solomons ,are reported to be the .same language,
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(or very closely related) and may or may not be the same language as Sikayana

with 200 speakers in the central Solcmons, which is reported to be closely

related. Also, the Outlier Wee in the Loyalty Mends is probably the same

language as Wea within the Pblynesian triangle (classified as a dialect of

Tonga above) and the Futuna within the Polynesian triangle is probably the

sane language as the Outlier Futuna-Aniwa (West Futuna) listed above.

2. East Pk Besion

1. Raretongan (Mitiaro-Mhuke-Atiu-Mangaia-Barotonga-Aitutaki-

Tonearuva (Penrhyn): these are islands in the Cooks; a speaker's

dialect can be identified according to his natal island)

2. Hawaiian

3. aster! Island (Sapanui - many Spanish- Rapanui bilinguals)

4. Man: meson (many Marcluesan-Tahitian-Frenth trilinguals)

5. Tahitian (many French-Tahitian bilinguals)

6. iistigateve,:

7. Tuamotu (Paumotu) (many Paumotu-Tahitian-French trilinguals)

3. Maori (with dialects of South Island, N.Z., and Noriori of Chathams

now extinct)

4. Kapingomarangi

5. Nukuoro

. 2.2. In giving the phonemic contrasts made by the various Polynesian

languages and dialects listed above, differences turn out to be entirely

among tte consonants. All vowel systems throughout Polynesia proper, as well

as vowel systems of Polynesian Outlier languages are typologically the

same. 'The vowel type Sharedbr all is also the most (moon of mil vowel

types in the world generally "I" it is the five vowel system in, which a front
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(P) vowel contrasts with the back (3) vowel not only at high tongue height,

/i u/, but also at mid tongue height, /e 0/; and these four vowels making

P -B contrast at two tongue heights-or 2 (n) in formula-ware all higher

than a low vowel. The for vowel, /a/, is neutral or non-contrastive--hence

in formula --in respect to the two front-back contrasts. The Polynesian vowel

type is, accordingly, 2(13) over N.

This is stated as a typological fact because in other respects, there

ray be some Utterances among the vowels of Polynesian languages. For example,

the functional load of the vowels easy differ (since reflexes of Xlbert's
reconstructed *0 and *A differ in the daughter languages); the vowels nay be

combined in different sequences of two vowels (dipthongs), three vowels

(tripthongs), or longer sequences; they may differ in the way stress is

predictablee.g. one way in Hawaiian, according to Pukui and Mart (1957),

and.:_in another way in Dori according to Hobos (in press). But bOth analyses

agree that stress is not phonemic.

Typologically; however, the a(n) over 3 vowel system is not only found

in app stress type is which stress is never contrastive, but also in another
in which stress is phonemic, c. a it is in Ing.iish (e.g. tbe:noun pervart has

stress on the first syllable and thereby contrasts with the verb, U.pervert,
where stress is on the second syllable). In Tongan, stress is analysed as

phonemic by Norton (in press), and possibly so analysed for Samoan by bailey

(in press). nun* this suggests that one might look for a stress type vowel

system in Western Polynesia; sad another type of vowel system in nester*

amnesia in which stress is not contrastive, as soon as one begins looking

one finds 'that stress is analysed as contrastive ter an meters Polynesian
language alsomplisori, by his (1963.). But as already mentioned, rase for
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predicting stress have been more recently worked out for Maori by Hohepa (in

press). This is not merely a Polynesian problem but a much wider problem that

concerns most Austronesian languages in all the traditional areas; in more than

one language of Indonesia, for example, stress appears to be partially predictable

and partially not, and might therefore be analyzed as phonemic until the rules

for predicting all occurences of stress are found for a particular language.

The law of implication which says that languages which make contrasts in

vowel length do not make contrasts in stress whether or not true universally--

is interesting in this context. All:Polynesian languages contrast short vowels

and long vowels (and the latter are analyzed by some as a sequence of two identical

vowels, /aa/ etc., and by others as vowels of the 2(FB) over N vowel type

combined with a series generating component (SGO) of lergth: /i u/ and

/e o./ and /al.

The vowel systems in all of Polynesia are typ&ogically 2(FB) over N with

SOO of length, with stress generally predictable and hence not phonemic, although

stress contrasts of some kind may turn out to be justified in Tongan.

For consonants, there are differences among Polynesian languages. We

begin, first, with a description of the consonant systems according to the

order of listing Polynesian languages above (2.1), and than, secondly,

group the Polynesian languages according to their consonant types, irrespective

of the subrelationship of the languages postulated on the basis of common basic

vocabulary (2.1, above).

For Tongan, Grace (1959) gives the same unit consonants as Morton (in

press), minus one, namely /s/. But Morton has found a minimum pair to guarantee

the inclusion of /e/ among the consonants which are here listed in chart form:
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33

1

The =owing list gives some attesting forms for supporting the contrast

of ft/ versus /Sir versus

/tee/ to pfint

/Boo/ sweetheart

boo/ to borrow

/f00/ wash

/tii/ tea

1111/ to east

/miti/ a bird.

/mi.si/ woks noise

The ree that Grace gives is that Tongan (s) before /11, but Morton'

subsequent observations show that this rule is not always operative.

The Wean consonants, as given by Grace (gp.cit.), are the same as
4

those which he gives for Tongan. Bo also, Grace distinguishes the same

consonants for a dialect .which wiay be called Polynesian-triange-ruttma.

:v.1441911$44sJutuna and Urea are indeed Tongan satellites, even thou the

islands. of Wes and Putty:Ie....not to mention 3lius-PoNwapare ?loser to Samoa

than to .Tonga. in Western Paynesia, however, the Tonga= were politically

dadnant, and possibly did more colonising than dill 841101148 who do nOt always

trmst their. effective 'Tongan neighbors. in Samoan,. the word for trsaW37

(tegiditOLmeans litera14 the Twst* and Fijians. The dialect speakers of
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'ua Fo ?ou were removed from the island of that name in 1946, when a large

vglcano erupted, and are relocated. on Tongatabu.

For nue, Grace u gives the .following consonants:

t k

n
1

We have excerpts to all of the four languages listed under the 'Ellicean

/lesion' (2.1)from Grace (wait.) for Ellice Is3.ands and Tikcipia, and File.

(We le-Fila), and. from Rogb....n (1928-30) as well as from Grace for Ongtong Java

(rouangius),

Ellice /elands:

p

f

Map lam

f

t

(*3e.. a)_
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f

Ongtong Java (Luang:us.):

P

as

1

For Samoan, we have several sources; these sources always include the

inventory that represents the most common consonant distinctions (i.e.

distinctions made in casual utterances):

f
v.

ffi 0

3.

However, one cannOt say. cowsersely that the coexisting system of Samoan consonants

is followed in all non-casual utterances. The situation, is more complex

than that; it is well described by J. B. Bu Se: Two Osman Ceremonia3.

Speeches,.. School of Oriental and African Studies Bulletin 24 (1963.):

"Both speeches form part of a house-building ceremony known in Tutuila

as le usuga i le fele (the visitation Of the house), Which commemOrates

building by a matai (head of a* family group) of a rotmt-house (tale tele).

The me tole is .usea mainly as a meeting place for the village e0tokoa sad for

the entertainment or travelling partiel. (maw) from other villages...
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"A Samoan who builds his village a fale tele is making a major contribution

to their prestige, and the usuga. ceremony is held as a mark of gratitude and

respect.

" The village orator's speech was given in shat may be termed the dental

style (DS), the owner's reply in what we may call the velar style (VS). VS

is -the everyday colloquial mediuM. DS is used in contact with Europeans

and in singing.

IfTwo or the DS consonants, [t] and En3, are replaced in VS by Da and

[r3] . Note, holover, that [10 and [1.3 occur also in DS, though [It] probably

only in loan words.

VS sake

gm' or his sake to,

salsa

boilDS sate

DS una scale of a fish uos. hermit crab

VS u0a) utla

Stops: DS: /p/ /t/ /k/ /?,

/k/ /2/

Nasals: DS: /m/ /n/ /

ys3;/m/
44 4. VA, e. V Ir.

"Most educated Samoans have an easy Command of both styles."
.tuo

For Pileni Oilheni) our source is Ray (1919):

It

Another language to be listed here for the 'West Polynesian Cluster'
,*

is ratuna-Aniwa. These are Polynesian Outlier dialects gpdken an islands
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thirty miles east of Tanna (Futuna) and fourteen miles northeast of Tanna

(Anil s) in the Southern New Hebrides. They show differences in consonant systera,

despite.'Ithe fact that they are dialects of the same language. These differences

appear jot only in the consonant contrasts of each (phonemes), but also in the
positional variants of the sounds ',Isiah are now given in sane detail (including

vowels):

Futuna of New Hebrides as analyzed by A. Capell, The Culture and Language. 14 . 44.

of Futuna and Aniva, New Hebrides Meanie Linguistics Monograph #5, Sydney:

University of Sydney, Australia,'1958.

a a
f s

1

V

4

s.

before front. vowels.. 11 t, .4 M..

before back vowels

4/ voiced fricative lateral

/il flap varies with fricative

fl stressed.

EL

.1

unstressed interconsonsetall3r
oro, oh .4

0111

pre- and:post- vocalically

tx we 4. eio .

TEexec .. .10irerfiliiiike

unstressed word.-pfinal

/0/ [*3
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/u/ ,au3

Dr)

Word Thitia3.:

3.. /h/ osin occur in oltuster with another C

2. a C or V may occur word initial

Word Final:

stressed.

=stressed iriterconsonante33,y

unstressed pre- and poet- vocalically

a V may be word :final

Initial and Iktdial Syllables:

V

o;

v Cl

C2 03 .

CCVC2 -3.. - 1
Final Syllable:

V

c ir

Interphonemic Specifications

atiC consonants in inventoryt, except ./h/ when the following type1 is CI V (r3.)

C h
.....

413 Is: a, n, 1,r

V ViTgo

Ir II 1r /a/ &AA,142 1

Y1 'when

\71.

V Tura in iromatto27
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. 0. .4 :..
Anita of Heir Hebrides, as analyzed by A. Cavell, The Culture and 1..WO %A *.

w

of Tuft* end Aniva, New Hebrides, Weenie Linguistics Monograph #5, kiln,zy:` c* VP -.0 /* 0*. .

University ofElydney, Australia,, 1958.

p

f.

V
*

ti

-k

b

5.

11 a.

a. .

initial and medial

only seoed,al1y-

initial and, medial
le - ... al . i* - .*

voiced lateral fricative

# C4077 CO

. AC* , I .1. e 0. * .0* v.*

/r/ flap varies freely with fri.cative.

-(9 aorrerponds to the/if/ in RAM* NA also the IV,.
Eiej stresmsd

[La unstressed.

unstressed nonmeillabic prom and post- vocalic.

4,* w
V. * so

stressed and, unstressed except word, final

tat) unstressed sword final

. .0: ... 0e 41* 41

*

"1"1 -
/12/ Esui3 stressed114.01. 4104.... .00. r

(v) Iiinitlyissitd. syllabic
_

Cs3

aft 1. a.

unstressed nor -s pre- and post- vocalically.

I'
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Word Initial

1. Wi initial consonant clusters

2. initial nay be either C or V

Word lthel

1. Oilyak vowel nay be word final

and iradial'Ilyllablos

V

It.3 ,,00 1138Elt

Final. Ely1.1.ablsis

V

CitlY

occurs only beforeCti

occurs only before Cif

Tht°1142°n.A°81!,°4i,t
4 1 467 aenssmant inventory

Toisoiott3 $ $ P

syllable type.

03>syllable type.

Zscepb /h/ when the following type

then Vo ean Z...-
then Vg c!in

then lra can
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Siksiins, in the control Seasons, noybe on! ofagr" of autuolly
pit9410.1ie dialects? inclall..ngTaktt(Xortlocks) and iluktarzu in the northern

Solcaonso ant Ickuria oft Nov &eland.

eikailkaat

p

ts

a

3.

If: hove excerpts. on the sound systoles of s.U.seven languages .of the 'last.. . Ir. or .. I, mr 111,411 NI r %NW e r. ,r1 Ira or

polyneslan lesion (Lip above) and cite from 44race WV cit.) for consonant-. -4 "V4".

tistiattions:
41*

Bois
p

!Issallant

for

44

a

.

0,0

11.

1

t

a,

7

re



IllexcLuesass

P

t
t

Teri aim:

P

V

- . .

ea

s

Tosaotu:

P

.

k

k

k

k

Anthropological Linguistics, Vol. 6, No. 8

9:he thrito .P14yne 3.11,Frfit fyr.,,10.!* frees erase (aeit,),

In *seri, /kw/ steads' tar E3a /r3 or Ells sad ire site the single letter /t/ tar

this phoneme la the te:11o!ring chart asasoasat esotrsatsk end note%thot age
Ma . 41 .

mkt as yell write Ev3 as Dr) ter iith sine* the tire ore 'bra also alternants 4
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of one 'phoneme. For Kapingiumatsvgi, we 44:ve two alternate analyses. the unit

phoneme 'solution which Atlds anadditionalsapirated series of atop a. and voiced.

continuente and the cluster .olutiau, which. dOeis not.

f
a

F&PIIIPalsrangl. unit *roue solUtien):

k

It
P

Ph

V

wh

nit

tai

FAIda.8111"14: (thteter a0114100
do

p

V

t

a

r

wr

I

r.

k
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A few very obvious consonant types emerge when the number of clistinctivzs

are counted along one line (linear distinctions) for stops (8), fricatives (P),

nasals (N), and liquids (L, for /1/ or /r/). Thus two dialects of one

Polynesian language in the New Hebrides agree in the closely similar but

not identical consonant types; they differ in that Aniwa has 58 (five stop

distinctions: /p t a it qi) while Fauna has 38 (three stop distinctions: /p

t ki). But otherwise both Auiwa and Patuna show 47, 311, and 2L. While 3J

(three nasal distinctions: /ranti)ate found in every Polynesian language

except Samoan and Hawaiian, no Polynesian language shows 47 (four linear. w....... . .

fricative distinctions, with the usual additional contrastofvoicing for labial

fricative not counting as an extra linear distinction) other than. the Mewa

Hebrides one, and both dialects here are 411. The advantage of saying 4, for
.4. -on .. ao .. . ea

example, is that differences in articulating (or phonisaicising) are not permittedel... .4,

4

'_ on* ow... .4. via. a ilia ma...*

to mask the fundamental sentinels (isomorphic sameness) of two dialects
ga. *I W1. 1 1 .11. 11.1 1. V .4,

or languages like Aniwa and Futuna in respect to bath distinguishing 47, even

though the four linear distinctions of Futuna fricatives are If a hi, and
.1 4.

the four of Anima are ffeybi. Futuna-Anima both distinguish 2L (ji
.

as does Bellois (Elbert, personal counnication)--while all Other. Fblynesian

languages include not more than 1L, brat in one instance less than one liquid.
oat

In Short, the consonant type of Fhtuna4niwa is almost the same, and generallyye.* 1.

different than any other Polynesian consonant type.

Oitlier Futuna of the Mew Hebrides is sometimes supposed to be the same

language as the Polynesian-triangle-Futura,a Tongan satellite with a vowel
.. ...

type identical with Tongan and Wean. But the Futuna Outlier consonant type,

as indicated above, is 30-kr3HieL, *Ile the Tcmgsn consonant type (as wella cu. a.. v,
.11

ail its Futuna satellite, presumably) is 4-31.3*.a..
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11flue, classifiel in the 'Tangle lesion', dhows a 3841-041 type *dim

languagesielft other comment systems with four stop distinctions are not

clasiified in the !Tangle Region! - non-casual Samoan (48-21P-3N-IL), Raxotongan

(114.17-3BAL) and Ninauesan (48-210-31-Zero

The average Polynesian consonant type is gkar (or 31)73m4.14 (lance

Danko Eve, Maple, Mble-illal Minniaro, Pileni, )sori Empingemarangi,

ester Islandribmagarevan, Tuanotudn).

Al nalwavera, Polynesian consonant type, in addition to those for languages

mentioned. above (PORma-Aniwa, Tongan, non-casual Samoan, Rerotongan, Nerquesan)

is one of the typo 39-21 (or 311)221-1L which is represented by four widely separated

languages-0"ml eamean,.81kaiina, Hawaiian, and Tahitian.
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HAWAIIAN PIDGIN AND mon= TONGUE

2.3. Different types of pidgins have this in common: they are nobody's

native language, but a second language. Creoles of various types also have

something in common: they are learned as a native or first language by children,

but what is learned. is an expanded. version of a previous pidgin. Since a pid-

gin is a contracted language a blend or mixture of at least two languages,

with restriction of topics talked about -I- and a creole is an expanded contin-

uation of pidgin, both represent different kinds of rtauction of two or more

languages to one language, in contrast to various Idnds of standard. dialect,

which represent a monolingual continuity from one parent language. However,

both standard and substandard dialects in some parts of the world reflect the

influence of other languages.

Pidgin type Li 4 L2 (reduced to a preponderant vocabulary from one lan-

guage, and to a preponderant sentence structure from the other language) is

exemplified by 19th century Chinese Pidgin English, in which English is: 1
and Cantonese is L24 The process by which this pidgin developed involved the

use of a deliberately simplified English when merchants from England and New

England sailing to the Chive coast first encountered. Chinese speakers at Can-

ton. These merchants mar have used 'baby talk' in_ their first attempts to

cammicate with Cantonese speakers, or telegraphic style in uttering English

sentences, selecting very short abbreviated sentences which the Cantonese would

imitate and memorize. Then the English speaker would imitate the Cantonese

imitation of English. Such successive and reciprocal imitations would lead

to a conventionalized pidgin spoken both by the merchants (who would continue
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speaking a standard dialect of English among themselves), and by the Cantonese

(who would continue speaking a Cantonese dialect among themselves). The cultural
domains that were disccuised in this Chinese Pidgin English were concerned with

buying and selling, loadlAg and =loading boats.

A more recent instance of this type of pidgin is described by Goodman (In

press).whose word lists suggest that in -:;his Japanese-Pnglish pidgin, as spoken

in Ikunamatsu, Japanese contributes the preponderant votatbulary in the Li 4 Lg

reduction. 1foweve.r, in some short sentences cited, more words are derived from

English than from. Japanese* (e.g. sayonara farewell, but with additional word

class function and extended referent range in the pidgin, as to get rid of,
away, be miss 10. Thus, "this you speak sayonara?" in reference to' a

mislaid tool means xis' this the one Ton said was missing.? But when the reference

is to left-overs from the table, the sentence "pailu sayonara it" means ',brow
them out. Perhaps neither English. nor Japanese are preponderant in taeir

vocabulary contributions to this pidgin, but are equally contributory. the
sentence structure is neither English nor Japanese; but the ellen cannot
thereby be said to be lacking in grammar. Some of the vocabulary items are also
neither Japanese ner English, but blends of the two. The blending of the two
languages to Fora a third. pidginized language is least conspicuous in the
phonology. In fact, it 4s possible to. speak of two phonologies of this one

pidgin, which is spoken by Japanese speakers with Japanese phones, and by

English speakers with English phones. Though both the Melia and Japanese..

spinkers use a few_klikones from the other's language. that do not own; in their
own, they utter then as rough approximations. This pidgin is peculiar in three
respects., There is a sophisticated waren ess on both sides that (a) each
introduces his own speech habits from his own mother tongue; and (b) that the
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pidgin is a temporarT make-shift to serve specific purposes of communication

(Americans in contact with the Japanese in Hamamatsu in the middle 1950's on

a technical aid program); and in that exactly two languages are involved: L1

(English) and L2 (Japanese).

An exempla of a pidgin involving more than two languages (type Li L2

.Ln) is pidgin English in Hawaii. For the half century before 1873 there

were scarcely more than two languages spoken in Hawaii, dialects of the Poly-

nesian Hawaiian language and dialects of English. SOW missionaries learned

to speak the language of the Hawaiians who greatly outnumbered, English speakers.

But many Hawaiians at that time could be classified as Incipient bilinguals

because the missionaries gave them a natural model of English. The missionaries

did not imitate the approximations to English that the Hawaiian speakers made

in the period before 1875.

For the half century after 1875, a pidgin English was spoken in Hawaii,

not only by the Polynesian Hawaiians, but also by speakers of other languages

who were Imported to work on plantations speakers of Chinese, Portuguese,

Japanese, Spanish (Puerto !deem dialect), !Careen and 11 lonano (a Philippine

language). The English speakers Who gave the non-English speakers a model of

English were plantation foremen and storekeepers. The model they gave was

possibly influenced by pidgin English then spoken on the China coast, or at

my rate the pidginizing process was like that: the English speakers offered

a lsodel that vas a simplified, abbreviated version of natural English, inter-

larded. with borrOwings, from Hawaiian especially, that were already introduced

into the English {then spoken on the Islands. The bosses' adaptation of English

for the workers was imitated by the nonalinglish speakers, but in different ways,

depending on the mother tongue of the speaker. The English speakers, the fore-
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wen and storekeepers, then laitated the limitation, and this continied until
the reciprocal limitations become conviiitionaliZed as Ifearaiien pidgin Inglieb.

Hexing became ccurventio:aalized., liaviiian pidgin inglish served as a lb w& francs

in the cultural clematis of work end bluing and selling. At the turn of the
°entity, cu ` about rive Portent of the people in Mardi spoke English as a
native laagasige, This does not imait.that the renal ning 95 percent of the
people is tie lauds had Ifiamilan as their native laigiaget'llexaiian was

aerali one of a bait dozen other noniPaiglish language** The PAriesian Moralism

could use the low conventienalized laid* *tot 0314 for talking with the fire

perCent of the population--roglish speakers. living .in the Islands --but also
fox'. talking to the retch higher percentage. of ligported laborers' who spoke

languages that were neither. liglish nor Polynesian. .And the gon-Itiglish, non-

Polynesian speaker: would. of course use the Email= Pidgin ringlish as a ilk=
franca for cammunicating with English speakers, with Polynesian Ilenalialvit

aid with anyone else whose native longings was not the same as the speakerks.

In Aural lit that tine it was expected. that a pergola would be *bilingual, speak-

ing in his native language when addressing a amber of his in-group, and. speak-

ing. Ifearailan pidgin. Xaglish, when addressing a meatier of way rat-group. The

togas discussed in the pidgin, were restricted; the topics discussed with other

nembers of the taigroeip in %WS 1104ive limpass .sti, ft614
. 1

151441° 04011 11004 Ivt %is .1 *114.,410007 won nof woo uts* !Lwow.
Siring a transitional period. lac tlig on. generation or about 30 ma's

the 30 years after .the preelemm.timm that Inglis* us to be the lassmoge of
the schools (proslatied during the out of the Illonexebr in Newsits 189348)

oliiiidren 'fable diverse lenges. bealcgreends 'bean to weak slag Was Zagfish
t wieh ether Omit all *tux it interest to oh irons sad not nars17 *bent
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buying and selling. This served to expand the pidgin. Influenced by their
English- speaking teachers, the expanded pidgin borrowed more from English than
from earl other one language Toward the end. of the half century (1875-1923)
when Hawaiian pi&4in was spoken as a second language, beside a mother tongue
spoken at home by parents and grandparents, some non-English children began
to speak nothing but the .expanded pidgin, even at home. Though they had no
other native language that was in active use, the children in this transitional
period no doubt had a passive knowledge 'of their forbiar,J1..; native language.
Thus, if a monolingual Hawaiiangrandmother would ask her grandchild a question
in Polynesian Sawalen, the grandchild would supply sure evidence that he
understood the question by answering appropriately, even though he answered
in the °expanded pidgin' which, indeed, was beginning to expand itself out of
existence. It bad become a native language for such children in transition,
and a pidgin is defined as a second language rather than a first language*

Whenever a pidgin becomes the only language spoken in a society it is
customary to cal it a 'creole language developed out of a former pidgin. A
creole is necessarily s native language, since it is the only language of a
particular society, And as such, also, it is not restricted to certain topics
as buying end selling,- but instead is used to talk about ail. the things of
interest to the society in which it is spoken. And a la aguage which is correctly
classified as foral.es. is a separate language in the. Aural sense of a separate
langttagewantuallY unintelligible with other languages* There is as ouch of
a language barrier between. Haitian Creole and. standard French as there is
between Spanish ate: *Pr exelPic

,In Hawaii today, the Hawaiian pidgin English that expanded itself out of
existence (during the transitional period Thick ended about a ploratiox ago)
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is often called. a 'creole', but more often called. a 'pidgin'. It ceased. being

a pidgin .when it bacons the only language of children in the transitional period.
It is not a creole because its speakers can understand mush Of That speakers

of Standard Inglish dialects say (end vice versa); if it were a creole, there
night be as =WI of a language barrier between it and Xnglish as there is be-0,

Wean. Xne.fish end Ditch, for example. The remailea pidgin 11Inglish does not

remain as a pidgin; nor did it expend into a creole; instead, it developed into
a sub-standard dialect of Dl glish daring the transitional period. This sub-

standard is the only dialect of llog3.1sh spoken, according to one sophisticated

estimate, by one-third of the people in the Hawaiian Islands today.

The process of the peculiar development from tomer pidgin to a present
sub-standard dialect of English is not certain37 Imown, but it can be reconstructoid

with as such certainty as can the prompts of pidginising Xnglish in the first
place. When Hawaiian pidgin English was spoken before the period of transition

to sub-standard, Laglish speakers had to learn it as a separate language; so

also, non - lisp speakers of other fully developed languages in Hawaii had

to learn pidgin as a separate language. But as more and more Inglish speakers

came to as i i, proportionately fewer took the trouble to learn to speak tie
Hawaiian pidgin, while the speakers of the pidgin were at the' sent time inter-
larding more and more raglish words into the pidgin, sometimes 'without abandon-

la the nonce] fish equivalent. Hence, synonra olippounds eame to be used. In-
steal of *rely saying span'...tor =Add or jimil JR; or 'make' for AU or
jail, the pidgin speaker in the. transitional period might say both in compound:

thisq-rtailV ter Acall401.3-11# =a* 'fitaehas7110,1/for isati sal.itd
This sort etsgmeiem.ecmpeund, iv. still penSible In the infbPsteneard which

has developed oat of the pidgin. Some P034neolan words, especially, are con-
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iinued in the sub-standard; and some of these are borrowed by speakers of

standard English Who bare long been residents in Rawsit, as 'aka' for ocean-

Mt of the island, and **auks' for mon.nte;in7side or mountain direction; 'pail

for 1 f nor vetrtioal weX. of a mountain; iluipu' for taboo, ken Est, or
M (often posted -0, e.g, as a redundant synonym. on no parking signs); 'lu ?au

lila cj2kil lisvaitan Ma; and %tole' for Zu.leam.n (other than Portuguese).

But in the following fragment of a conversation between two Hawaiian teen-agers,

there is not a single non-English word except the exclamation"tre; but %a
Want it used in a different sense than Standard English 'that kind', and appears

in different places in sentences, as do junctures and intonations in general

(atter Elizabeth Carr's transcription, 1963):

(A) is but how much da tickets?

Aw, men) I tink gon-be fifty cents.

(A) Shut up) I tink gon-be around 00.60.0-60 cents.

(B) nall) I radar take one small ticket.

(A) Du klialf what dat small ticket goin-be?

tIO Quarter.

(A) Quarter. You buy quarter den.

(A) Eh) Tau saw "King of Kings"?

(B) Cb, da good/ But I nava sae 'em.

(A) Was real good, boy) (brig)

(21) 110a-you social?

(A) rlike da part when dey '*tt da cram on his head.

(B)10u. soar yea?

(*) Tad

ta) Had plenty lavgbe
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(A) da kine cry--yeh? Everybody cry.

Other samples of conversation in the sub-standard may reflect the native
language of speakers' parents or grandparents by selection of non-English words
from that language (Polynesian Hawaiian, Japanese or Chinese --in that order of
importune); but noii-Inglish words, when they do occur in the sub-standard, are
mostly fro* Polynesian Homalitui,e,s 'wahine' for girl (in sentence (1), which
includes also tonart for no born. from Japanese), and as 'pm' for- finish
(in sentence (2), 'stick includes also ''yak fun' for eating, from Chinese):
(I) tonal. 'wahine stuck-up, butt

NE0 but that neighbor fla is stuck-ELI
(2) I can go show when T pan yak-fun?

Mt I a to the ham, when I finish eating?

Sentences like (1) and (2) would not be issaediateky lutenist*. to
speakers of Standard English* But any resident in Hawaii would understand:
(3) Ton go Haas movie tonight, yeh?

(4) As, these junks pencill

(5) As, this was a junk days

in Amuses (3) 'Haas' is used in the senile of 'English speaking', and
in general the term tHaole is used for speakers of Standard. Eng3.1sh who are
also Caucasian. lithen a sou-ftucasian in Hawaii refuses to continue taking
the sub -stitudard dialect of English to his classmates during recess but, instead.
pracWes *what he has learned of standard. English in classes, by addressing
his peers in that dialect, he may be called contenpfaamiy a 'yellow Haat'.
This gives rise to feelings of guilt, impedes the learning of standard English
by non-Haole children, and just about guarantees the continuation of sub-
standard. Wish in Emil, with all its motional. identifications with every-
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thing thatll; 'haste in t still diverse now-anis cultures. 'There are three

different paths that a non-Eaolessy take in response to the constant insistence

by Moles in &wail that standard English is better than the sub- standard

Seglishr Of these three paths, the last listed is more interesting than the

other two: (1) resist the prodding of &Jae educators, maintain a sullen silence

In classes, and try to avoid speaking at all unless it is possible to speak in

the sub-standard dialect of English with other non -Haole speakers; (2) yield. to

the prodding of Eaole educators, and thereby learn to switch from sub-standard
to standard English by refusing to say anything in the sub-standard dialect that

was the only dialect spoken before going to school; (3) speak the standard

English with Eao le friends and, the sub-standard with non -Haole friends.

Those who follow the first path are probably =complicated personalities

who suffer from no disturbing frustration by realizing, as everyone in Hawaii

re alizei, that those who cannot speak standard English are precluded from the

jobs in socio-economic clasoes that others find especially desirable.

Those who follow the second path probably value parental interaction
less, peer group-relationships less, and self-identification or ethnic identi-
ficatioa less--on the negative side. On the positive side, those non-Haole who

decide to speak Standard English exclusively after having spoken the sub-standaro.
as their first dialect, are probably ambitious, sensitive to socio-economic
advantages, and successful in reaching business and professional goals, despite
the emotional cost involved in rejecting self-identification to achieve other-
identification.

Those who follow the third path follow the most interesting, and also
the cheeriest path of the three, even though this path seems to lead. to the

paradox of eating your cake and having it too. Znowledge of the standard. is a
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symbol of being !whitlows for non-Haoles. the sub-standard is the symbol of

the neo-Hawaiian way of life, and the modern pan - Hawaiian way of life, which

includes the permissive aspects of the diverse cultures found in Hawaii today.

Standard English is, by and large, the only dialect spoken by Haoles;

those long resident in Hawaii understand the sub-standard readily, and regard

it as ungrammeiticalseistakenly so, because the sub-standard has a grammar of

its ovn, a graxmar which 'differs only in some few rules from the greasier of

Standard lasilish. The gaol.' do not look upon Standard English possessively as

a symbol of 1111010 society, as a way of speaking that excludes non-Haole from

their society. They look upon Standard Zoglish as the only good. loglish, and

far from excluding others from its use, they constantly urge non-Haole to
J

abandon the use of the sub- standard and to speak Standard English exclusively.

Some non -mole do just this, as noted above. Other non-Haas who have

learned to speak Standard English as a second dialect, continue their use of
the sub-standard when conversing with their non-Haole peers. In short, they
switch fro* the Sub-standard to Standaird English whenever they talk to a
/Ole; but we have yet to encounter a Haole who can switch from Standard

laglisk to the Dshastandard la 31114111%14 001011311*1031; interlarding or citing
OIL oceasiema milowstasidsxd phrase is not speeltirg SO-standard a more thea

laterlarding a Trench phrase in liglish is spealcisg Pm*.
It 1111111t be more difficralt to learn to switch dialects thaa it is to

learn to speak a separate language, sad theas switch languages. Dialects is
general are mars inflexibly a symbol of a society to which one belongs than

are separate languages; nerly different societies mey speak a given separate

language, but a dialect within. that language is more closely correlated with

a given society, or with a more intimate segment within a given society.
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Highly educated speakers of Oman often learn to speak a regional dialect as

children and:. Standard. dermas in school; then, as adults, they are able to switch
from one to the other, as occasion donnas* It is in the *ore intimate or self-
identifying or society- identifying occasions that the regional. dialect is used,
while the Standard Gauen dialect is used for public occasions. This is not
analogous to the use of. Standard, Zostish and Sob-staiidard bullish in modern

Hturaii, however, for in Hawaii the Sub-stezdard. is a vertical rather than a
horizontal or rtgional dialect, end it functions as a negative symbol (helm

nun-Hao4), rather than as an identification of location in social strate,or
society, or region.

What is given above (Stg) as the vowel distinctions (WS) over N) and

consonant distinctic.as (38-2111.-21 .-10 at Hawaiian is adequate for the Polynesian

words in Modern Hawaiian speech; hoVever, there are so pony 'English words borrowed.

in Hawaiian that additional distinctions have eon to be made in what we may call

expandal Hawatian. The three stops, k 'I, are expanded to fivelip t t:k 9i; and
to the ora3. stops. (but not tie affricate stop) an SW of voiding is added.

so that fp W; and it di and 6/ contraste sze made; and.,in fricatives, hi z/
as ve44.as tv34 since [v) is one of the variants of t:he phones* /W /. In

expanded. Newaiiin; two laterals are distinguiatzdo r/, and six vowels are

syseetrically contrasted at three tongue heights in a 3 (PS) vowel type:

e

a
0

4

a

The intornation on this interesting expansion to accomodate 1aagli.h loans
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is taken from Pukui and. Elbert (1931), as is the following which, however, raf'er3

to the traditional sound system of Hawa lien, rather than to expanded Sian.
Etrllable structure reflects CV' or V, in which C stands for consonant, ea.

V for one of the five vrewels. Compare:

V2 V3

V5.

These axe diphthongs: when stress occurs, it occurs on the initial member
a the cluster; there are restrictions on the membership of V2, V3, V4, V5;

and. the final members of the cluster axe non-isyllabic.

VI: I, e, a, o u
V2g e, o, a

V3si, u

AA a

e, o
C any consonant

Phonological Specification of the Inventory

1. Stress is predictable

a) all long =els are stressed
b) stress occurs on the let and 1th mailable of five syllables words with

only sborb voxels

c) of all other words stress falls on the next to the last syllable of
the word. and on alternate preceding syllables.

2. Allaphones of the inventory

a) General, statements

(1) vc.wals following Pi are shorber phonetically than in other positions
(2) stressed vowels are relatively than when unstressed
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(3) Matt etreSeeiLlittIfelas2b011niler: .0X44.42OrterftbRU: .111112:1Aet final.

(4) utterance final vowels are often voiceless

(5) Vx+ irx = Vx (Vx c two like vowels and + 244word boundary)

) Vowel allophones

rri stressed. :11: length

CAS unstressed

/e/ [ej stressed or unstressed short

Ce5 Stressed long

/a/ [a] unstressed, not in diphthong

Elt ~ E3 before /i/ in diphthong + stress

C) before /u/ in diphthong + stress

V] stressed, not in diphthong

/0/ [ 63
/4 Cu)

c) Consonant allophones

/k/ [k]
Ct] if% free vaxiation with 14 but used stylistic:4E1y in some

idiolects and chants, and dialectically Et3 occurs in speech

of speakers from Niihau, Island.

d) Some problems of distribution

(1) te is a contrastive consonant in words but also obligatorily

occurs utterance initial.

(2) Af

/w/ contrasts with /u/

(a) /km/ e for lea

Alma/ ISt
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(b) But / w/ is predictable and obligatory, therefore non-contrastive

between / u/ ,/ o/ and a following / a/ .

(el / w/ is in contrast following / u/ ,/o/ before a, To E, F,

(macron for length):

/kauwX/ outcast

/ kaua/ war [kau wa]

/145w2/ channel

/ koa/ [kowa] brave

(d) / w/ is written orthographically even when not in contrast when

occurring in certain morphemes:

in English loans with (w-) initial

/uwakV watch

uwapo/ wharf
(3) [y] is obligatory and non- contrastive between / ,/e/ and

following / a/ , /1/
(4) Space indicates the units to which the stress rules are applied,

with the exception of where space sets off clitics.

(5) Clitics have different stress rules than other space-separated words.
(a) They are stressed as if-they were another syllable of an ac-

companying space- separated phoneme- sequence.

(b) They are stressed as independent words only when they precede

an unstressed vowel.

(c) The clitics are:
of
vocative



It

Y

. .1 r

tit001" srtifile
'Y

01041,rarker in

Aftlwkit definite artiele

/me!/ _andl

aarbirr

/60e/ caniative .simalative

. .

lathropological Istagapi:44,1* 641*,.LN

What are termed 'elities104bOve, are a

3

indicated as as or law klada
Ir.

-.0..nia?rzetiphenegi(laforantla, lower:Aim a) width do not funetienasThrsie_

1114.6111;'.as*do or.**erpheaf. (la tonsils, esp. .11)-in the relieving sentitnees..

L'. Theoc sentences are largely adopted free easeeriatillist tcr-
-

-

-are 'el or else Vtbefore. CV lase, they are witittbn as prefixes in one word, as

The iirst line ofesok seatenee gives tree trillaiktiekt:14,..

with slaw aerpheses writtfa as sepaillate

j.henever they have shape dT Oft .14, a reitaenee el Maker ivirObeaes

,
:;the word gioased his sentences *Utah follow). The Naglisii glees is

1!1$41r3.iwar, with each aerPhon02."1!!!!alliahar .Nt`as!) tr111141a 111:tara1: 7s

"like eiiere brackets amid, words la their litelrel 'lessee now tint the
. .

eorrearrating lamina* air heals; is the 141,20 abonre below to Awe phrase,

Iiiiderianth the ziraselattlettlag square brackets,. we state whether the morpheme

ibeig nor

(1). -pis is a.ve.rood.
.. %.

ha. ' kenaka a la

Ea meass0
.

till. . kniv

N

TOrtaiittioxies 09) to (3,0), *.inolintwit, thf first phrase. function.. as Comment,

41111Sripii, 'iroVpilrese reaetioia is Topic. Thee. 14alteaitee with the asap

I
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profile, may differ in phrase interiors, when phrases include more than phrase

introducer (minor morpheme) and phrase nucleus (major morpheme).

he

. .

(2) That is a woman.

wahine

EL) ...jman

M

kg

the

Sentence (2) is identical with (1) in profile and in [m M] structure of phrase
interior. So also are sentences (3) - (5), following:

(3) That is a paper.

pepa kV eta

paper] the near

m M m M

(4) What is this?

alp. kS' ia

what the here

M m M

(5) She is a woman.

he wahine 90 ia

woman] Esubj. part. hts]

M m M

(6) He has a wife.

wahine na

woman) (NA

he

he

m M m-m-M
In sentence (6) the second or topic phrase includes phrase introducer kasi
followed by' t ,alienable, possession, followed by na third ,person - the three
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morphemes written as one Twit, and glossed. as Allis.

a new bolsi..

he hale h6u is
(11. (house new)) t the' . pia)
a X X a X

the first or coment.pjarase, the phrase introducer precedei a modifiedi-

modifier sequence, show in parentheses in the gloss.

(8) That is a moral .book.

he :. puke paw ke 11

Ca. moral)) [the Seiir
m

efirtence (8) is identical. with Cr) in profile and structure of phrase interiors.
she stransierhas a car.

Yea ko asithIni

a Ebalon4;1114 to the strangerl

X a X

1.12. the second or 4oweent4hrase the for morpheme; glossed ftia, is preceded.
b3 two phrase introducers.

(10) What is this thing?.
he &ha kQ is Ufa

[the' h(ext, VAS*
X a x la'

in the second or topic phrase, the phrase introducer precedes a modified:.

inadifier sequence in parentheses.

(U.) Who is that .beautlfatil woman
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74/ oos!rk.fusa-,Pkiore-osatracted by lasion ar the moditied-modifier sequence

as illara,4mototh,seo fir the gloss, the sentence woad read "Who is that?"
. As sfato,s!rliQstands, the iparenthmkis in the second or topic phrase contains

the nedilliorsfarAthere fine.4amiug as modified,

par wjam h4atinsme?
411i,c 9olu9olu 'Sell 0 lid kau Um.

EsPOr44. MAI Cma-VilEn.J.* PEI na..11.0

.m. .X. *wad* It

111,1411!"glifbfig*I.a;tf.1* the Juncture (11). Zn the final, or
os, what is written .aelkou/ a,13. glossed as your4ingular, representspi

jtiltruere it the foliated by 0, latelienable possession, followed by u,
. 2nd person.

(3.3) 1111 arant ;mole bare an v4t3.7 place.

he 414 puipika ka ka 090 neap
EL' . (t. .$0a. cAadegaag 1.41. th.J.A(P"Dia ignorant)]
In the ascend or cooment phrase, what is glossed (people Unorant) is.

proemial* two plwafeintroducers.

(3.4)

pi Ira makupohple

EMIR 114 ithesTaF 0.140,0,0pv)1
.

It asit X - X..

1 !km I .0.1tre, IniTeiporr it the first *owe /he/, as in sentences (31)
ter (30) Mt (13), or Po/, to sentosess arri. (32), the (moment phrase
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precedes the topic prase. So also, when the-phrase introducer of the first
phrase is /re/ , as in this sentence (14) and in (15), /mai as in sentence
(16), and/91/as in (17).

(15) Thus is the nature of women,

e la no ke 'nano o na wahine

Elike that indeed.) [ the nature of the-pi. vonen)ouppors..

m - 11 14 m M m m 14

(16) Where is the foreign hat?
ma hes ka papale haole

Cat where] [the (hat fimelie)]
m K m M M

(17) w_a ool er ha s?
he kanaka hi P5 palm

Ea zp....1% foolish perhaps)

14 14-11 14

In sentence (17) the topicft.-the' in free translationis not specified.
Alternatively one can say that the topic is derived from the comment, or,
is contained in the comment, i.e. it is understood.

(18) How many people are in the picture?
9e hia po9e ma

MO [people] [in[how

K 14

ke kJ/Pi

the picture)

14

In sentence (18) a comment=topic unit precedes a locative phrase. The favorite
position for 0:. locative is indeed, the last phrase of a profile which might stand.
'without its locative phrase.
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(19) The elephant is the biggest of au four-footed creatures.

k:a Dna nui o 32a mea wiwae

[the (212e 14)] Cor the (thing foot-foot
a -feet

m II X m m X 14

9ehii apau 90 ka 9elepant.

four, all)]b [Eat. its the elephant)

X 14 m m 14

In sentence (19), the two cazoents (the brackets with subscripts a for independent

and b dependent comment) precede the topic (phrase rafted by subscript c).

These three phrases can permute non-contrastively to b a cl c b a, c a b.

When the topic (c) is the first phrase, it becalms emphatic, and may be

freely translated as for the elm t. Parentheses in phrases a and b show

modified-modifier order, with more than one modifier in

(20) She was a beauty to look at.

he maika9i ke nano aku

Ca beauty] [the look from here

m X m X

The profile of this sentence is comment phrase followed by comment phrase; the

topic is supplied in the free translation (she), but is not specified overtly

in lismaiian.

(21) It's a very good school, isn't it?

he kula taaika9i loa 9a9ole anei

(school sscod yea)] [not rimala.a]

14 14 X m 14

The first is a comment phrase, beginning with phrase Introducer before parenthesis

which shows modified- modifier- modifier order. The second is a comment phrase
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also, but not an independent one. That is, only the first comment is self-

suffictnt.

(22) How mszy people are standing?

e hia kinaka a ktrt ana

[14f* EEO [r ale] [inf. stand-i ng]

a b i c

The profile b-c by itself is comment phrase before verb phrase. This profile

is preceded by an interrogative phrase (a). The same morpheme, glossedinf[initive],

serves as phrase introducer in a and in c.

(23) Yes I'll certainly Lo.

?ae II hele no

Czapj [,82 indeed]

ra

In the :profile interjection : phrase before verb phrase, both phrases are self-

sufficient-.that is, either can be uttered vithout support of the other. Note the

verb phrase in this. sentence aprears without a topic phrase functioning as subject.

The subject (I) is not overtly specified.

(24) The good woman speaks.

ka wahine maikan

[2122g [the (woman ood)]

This is the most productive profile not only in Hawaiian but in Polynesian

general.; *; verb phrase before subject phrase (topic functioning as subject).

Interior of the subject phrase shows phrase introducer, glossed the, preceding

modifiediamodifier parenthas.

(25) white person speaks we]..

Melo maihei ka baole

[neat,: Imei] [the white prima]
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Here again, the pzfile is [ V phrase] [13 phrase] , as in (24) above, and (26),
(27), (28), (29), (31), and (32) below. All [ S phrases] begin with phrase intro-
ducer except 'when the subjects axe pronms, as in (26) and (29). None of the

[V phrases] in this set have phrase introducers.

(26) lze&e.
lelo as

LOMAS]

M M

(27) Is th.i.i.bair

inaika9i anei kale. noho

[ad perhaps] [the(here rtbF2Ur

(28) Is_ thip lezd. _cool ?

olu?olu ke 98.1ria

[ the (itae land)]

This [V phrase] [S -phrase] might be freely translated. Thp isind is cool.

It is the intonation rather than the profile or phrase introducer that provakes

the interrogative translation.

(29) I am well.

au

[wall [Z.1

(30) The house is big.

ka hale

[Mid (t014-at lam
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The first or [V phrase] refers to bigness in size.

(31) Tits less s good.

ka bawl:wine

ood the lesson

(32) The teacher,0004,
pane ke kumu

[metier] [It teacher]

(33) Let's read boot -a.

heliihelu puke kitkou

[(read-read book [we Irliasit.]

M - M M m m

Though this is also a [ V phrase] [ S phrase] profile, the interior of the
[V phrase] shows a special instance of modified- modifier order given as

usual in parentheses, in the English sense of we b ook-rewl (where modifier
precedes), or rather we books-read, for the reduplication of the modified

marks the plural of the modifier.

(34) To...a..__MLvareeat i
e 93.1. poi ana toe

[inf. eat EL. [ms]
This is also a [V phrase] [ Et phrase] profile, but the [ V phrase] begins

with a phrase introducer- xix deed, with a discontinuous introducer le...ana./.

Another possible phrase introducer/i/ is incotnpatibla with /ana/. If the
[V phrase] were introduced with /11, the free translation would be you ate poi.

(35) They don't know.

a"ole lEcoes ?Ike



Pasciel 1'wo

Th2 vatta1 *Dro2110 is S.,:airn:-,,ty.t. in mentene-!r: cuT71.

pluiase piveedes rs 7.)hrase.3 before rct,.ther than after ry -)hrase1.

(36) oegatt vooal: Chinese.
1,01010111101111=1110111111

ic Melo D:1zE

rnot2 ibj. I [(Speak Chinese)]

Th IV :942:41.1in :1 Shan (modified-modifier) order, as 'though inversely., one Try

to say .Lin English that the subject Chinese pet1rn..

9a9ole'

(37) is not [(food*,

90

[subj.
intptroslimkommemporilimmormOimmimi

WtiIztki

Waildhi1

lvi

Here turtlial order of EV phrase] before rs phrase-) follows after the negative
pnrase.; so also in (33),

(38) The students don't

9a9ole hell/ na

rnot] [countl student]

in

'11110.1111xase introdueev in the [8 phrase] marhs

(39) Fleasc, vhat is 7ou:: nomet

9olu 9olu. 9oe 90 vai
be lthad] ryou-firgt person] Csubjopart. .who]

_rderativeipimemog

Itere 'rativo V.arase 'recedes pronoun interior S phrase] before rather than
after [V -phVa.se).

00) You irateb. J-411X41*
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9ike is is

[see) [non-S-the 31person]

The profile of this sentence and sentence (41) below is [V phrase] before

object, that is CO phrase]. The [0 phrase] introducer is Art/ before

phrase interior pronoun or personal name, except that /4/ is lost by elision

before /a9u/ (*glossed as 1).

(41) Answer the teacher.

pane ike

[answer] [ non -S the tdicher]

The second of the [0 phrase] introducers, /ke/ in iikei, is incompatible

with following personal nameppronoun, or place name. In both sentences (40)

and (41), as in some previous sentences, the subject is not specified if it is

self-evident in the Hawaiian utterance.

(42) teacher teaks well.

'Olelo maika9i ke kumu

[22mal good] [the teacher]

In contrast to sentences (4o) and (41) above, sentence (42) shows the

usual [V phrase] [S phrase] profile, with phrase introducer /ke/ in

the [S phrase].

(43) understand it.

maopopo i a9u

[understand.] a. me]

kumu

In this profile, [V phrase] comes before phrase functioning are agentive--

[4 phrase] which is in.roduced by the minor morpheme /il that is always

used as a non-subject, The free translation may give first person as the
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Subject or be rendered /t. is understoo. by me.
S..

(14).:r..dimit understand. it.

la9Ole inaopopO i a9u

[not3 [understand] me]

m X

.

Here .the negative phrase : recedes 'profile [V phrase] [Ag. phrase).

(5) 1 understand the book.

MaOpolio i altt ka puke

Deu4e7b0 c b [the boa]
lit m M in H

Here the profile is as for sentence G3 ), above, but followd by a phrase

ihichfunctions as subject-- altogether, [V phrase] [Ag' phrase) [121 phrase).

In nOM;contraetive syntax this sentence may be reordered to:

tivicipopo ka puke i a9u

[tin.deratanda [the--,..., book] C.z

Here the alternate profile is [V phrase] .1[S phrase] [Ag. phrase l.

In either case, the free translation might be The book is mxleFs. ::.-._ tArLas.i t ,
There is nothing in the [V phrase] interior to specify that the verb is
transitive or passive.

So far, z in the preceding sentences, the morpheme /if in /14:::11 has

been glessed as kL or to in an to.dhoc..,. manner, according to its. function in
a particular phrase. The minor morpheme /1/ never appeal [ S . phrase) .henee

is a-very general non- subject marker. It will in the following sentences be

gloSsediAimmithat is, minor morphere.

7 (46) klairou understand t'he book?
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[undarstenA] plethe

X ape
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90e ka puke

MS.] [VA ok

It a X

Tbij profile is the sene as that of sentence (4) Owe, and the phrases

NO be reeardered in the sone vanner la general, the favorite profile for

Is question sentence is [V phrase] [Ag phrase] [0 phrase] but t41.6.,:prottifi is

also possib]a for non-interrogative sentences.

.
(17) Daes he have a new car?

tea% la is he boa hou

' ti img. jos 1 .im-the [a . (car na:Aw

X WS X a K M

Tlae profile here is [V phrase] [Ag. phrase] [0 phrase] A the favorite for
a question sentence.

(48) ce43....".mi.
413,21 9oe ke 951e3o haele

ealLalloalLhe.. [ the
X awn a M x

liars again the favorite question profile is [V phrase] [Ag. phrase]

10 phrase] , but uLth non-Interrogative intonation, this sentence could be

wad 1144.141 *pa 'bp spoken by you. Is the [8 phrase] the pereabh0021.412011113g

3aailitiedowdIfier order night be glossed to for Neeliah.

(49), Wmanigfa,A.M1,
9oe ke Waive

(!atratii2 Se]
nria It a a K X
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This is identical in profile with (48) above; the [9 phrase] again

shove 'modified-Modiaer paretheses. A closer free translation might be

ean

(-50) can rou surf?

hi?Ft JR 90e ke he9e nalu

CP40 Cm-ihe zo0 (gm viF4e
X 12: .31

m NA closer free translation might be trave-l d 'one ou?

(51) pofi he utiderstand the.storyt

inshopopo **mei ie, is ka mo9olelo

tunderstod Perhapqm-the
11)

[ the sue]
X X m m M m 14

In this sentence the profile is identical with that of the previous

half dozen sentences. 'The [ phrase) interior here shows the modifies-

modifier order with the modifier (glossed perhaps) also marking interrogative.

(52) The chief won the war.

eo ke

Cvl....223 [the

X

karia

X

i

m

ke' ali91

chief3

In contrast to the profiles of the preceding several sentences, the profile

of this and the next few sentendea shows [V phrase] [11 phrasie[Ag phrasel

A. closer free translation would be The war was von by the chief.

(53) .:Godj4kme the %..

ola. ka m591 i ke akua

late Cam, Nail IL: ift 43
I m * m .*

Or in oldssir 'frit tkiinslation, Thing it..1.ggitackylotts,
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(54) I will kill you.

make 9oe

Edit] [mg [rn
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alu

M M m - M

(55) I see the blackboard.

?Ike

[see]
au i ka papeele9ele
[1] [In the blackboard]

This sentence introduces a new profile [V phrase] [S (ubject)phrase] [0 (bjecO
phrase]. The [ 0 phrase] is introduced by / .

(56) I see them.
?Ike au iS llkou

[m-the them]
Here again the profile is [Vt phrase] [ S phrase] [ 0 phrase]. The /
minor morpheme marks non-subject. More specifically, in sequence after
transitive [Vt phrase], / i/ marks [0 phrase], / 9i.ke/ and/ aloha/ are
intransitive verbs, when in [V phrases].
In the [ 0 phrase] the phrase introducer includes / V as the morpheme
glossed m (minor morpheme) which in general terms is labelled non-S (non-
Subject) because / detts not appear in subject phrases. In sentence (56)
this / V marks object because the [0 phrase] introduced by / appears in
sequence after a transitive [Vt phrase]. Other functions of the non-S
/ i/ are found in other sentence profiles which follow.

(57) I see Kalei.
'pike au

[seei [ -the Kalei]

la kalei
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agldit the: profile is [Vt phrase] [8 phrase] [0 phrase].

(58) lEu loves her.

aloha ?o ku is is

[lame` [MA) j1.]1 [m-the her

Leath: [Vt phrase] [Ei phrase] [0 phrase].

09) Kt,
noho 90 is keia noho

LaR. frit] [pubject 110 [in the-here chair]

Here the profile differs in two respects from that of sentences

J

(56), (57)

and (58), above: the: profile for (59) is not transitive, but rather intransitive

[ V phrase] [8 phrase] [L phrase]. The phrase interior of the final

Locative phrase includes the non-8 mino morpheme ii/ which functions as

[L phrase] after intransitive [V phrase].

(6o) Do you go to school?

hele 9 oe i ke kola

[AO C 2:91] Cm the school]

In the intransitive [V phrase] [8phrase] [L phrase] profile, the order is

the save for both statement and question.

(61) I live in Honolulu.

noho au ma nolulu

[21....ve] CLI cin Honolulul

Here again the profile is [V phrase] [N phrase] [L phrase]. However, .

the ;Ina phrase introducer is specifically lima/ for in (rather than /i/

for non-8 interpreted as locative after intransitive, [V phrase]).

(62) The chief stays in the house..

noho ke ali9i ma ka hale

[MMW] [tat chief) lin the house

4a I I I I .11 11011011111101101111.'14111r 0"141811,11111111.0104141P1/11
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v.

rari....1fliereis identical with that of (62), including phrase interior
wr .** final El

(63) The child looked inside the house.
la aka ke keiki i loko 0 ks bale

house)
After 'CI!! nintransitive [V phrase], there are three phrases, each with a

C4*, ch.-13.34. Cm insidel [of

p1 e in-brodarer;p!. the last pbra.3e, the phrase introducer tka/ is
?readied. jef glossed of for possessor phrase. The profilefliitri 83

Eza

,r Cuing sentences are given without further eomment.

(64) The child looked. at this and that inside the house.

ant ke keiki i Rile°, men

3.4tokj[ the chi].d) the-there thing]
men i loko o ka hale

inside of the house)
(65 To core sad eat.

bele mai

pct. move .......-to here]

(66). .After that year they married.

Prt kls

[via [that

90e a 9ai

makahiki I I male

(6i) This ratty women is mine.

keia

Calm) Cihe..Attrs)

CrexTy3 [ tjueT du19.)

whine n9i

No t beautiful]

eat]

IMO

(68) If one etaMs on t of the head of another then their baight
is like Vat of an elephant.
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ke

e kti kekahi

verb mrb. Ind the-one

poPo o kekahi

the head.] of the-one]

au& kl.9eki9e ma

Atzza heightl [with.

(69) We can glorify him.

hiki ke

[can do] [ a-the we] [the

(70) There was a god..

aia he akua

[there] [g. Mg]

(71) You read another new word.

1!

[on

a 11441.11

53.

Luna o

1,m]

like ko

[at then 3 [alike] [the-of

ko ka elepani

the-of the elephant]

73

9ewalu

heluhelu mai 9oe

ho98 nani is is
cause-glory) [m-the him

kekahi

read - read. to-here] you] [to the-one

hua - 9 Biel°

fruit-speech

Eight feet is the height of sone and fifteen feet that of others.

9uraiktmsmilima

kapuei

feet]

ten - - five]

noho

[live]

ke ki9eki9e o kekahi a he

[the height) [of the-914[ and) [a

ko kekahi

[of the-one)

('T2) hey live father.

liva me ka nukukane o pua

Lteb.,r-e eas.13 [with the parent-male] [of
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('r') You must practice .

pono ke ho9o-ma9a ma9a

[must] t the cause-accustom-accustom]

(75) You must be patient.

pono ke ho9o manawa - nui

[must] Ce cause - heart -

(76) How mach money has he?

9e hia ana k; la
[ future my] [possession-34:1. person] [ dollar]

(77) I have no chickens.

a.9ohe a9u man.

r.

moa

[not] [possession-first prj....m][plural chicken]

(78) Cne meaning of deaf pertains to someone whose hearing is not good.

90 kekahi mans.90 o kuli I e pili ana

[subtlect the-one meaning] [of deaf] [inf. cling -k0

Cm

lobe

hear

kekahi kanaka 90o1e maika% kona

the -one

9ana

4.0

[not] [good] [the-possession-third person

(79) It is the mountain, 149.hinui.

90 is ka manna mehinui

[AEU. it (al mountaii: [Mahinui]

(80) r thott!and dx) sllar

loo,a 9elima kaukani k 1,g i ku ?u p"oki9i

[obtain) [five thousand dolL3ar[ m the-rev younger sibling]
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(81)g..The hen was stolen by me.

9aihue -via ka moa wahine e au
[ steal -was ] [ the chicken woman] [ Lata

(82) It's up to you.

aia no is is
[there indeed] .0 it] the

(83) This owl was Hines ancestor.

as]

90 keia pueo he kupuna no hina
[sjllisq. the-here owl] [a ancestor] 1"....t-possession Bina]Mas

(80 They had one father and two mothers.

ho9 okahi

[one

no ko laua makuakine

indeed.] [singular-possession they-dual father]

9elua makuahine

[and.] [two mother]

(85) The letters of the alphabet were composed by them.

la' kou haku

[wt- possession therplural] Cm compose]

hua

the plural frait
palapala pi9ipi

write-write aalbabet]

(86) Are you older than I?

'oi aku anei ou makahiki

.02s.11..ce frquilhere] [perhaps] [your-plural zaa]

mua

front] [possession,

o9u
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(87) Is Itteuenu noisier than Manoa?1011111.

90i aku anei ke kulikuli' o

[exceed. from-here] [perhaps] [the noise] [of

nulVanu al9ole minoa

[ or 1/Anoa]Nutuanu]

, (88) Who chose Bill?

vai

whom][past-possession.

i koho

[ ra choose] [m-the

pill

Bill]
(89) AixlidisnablLwo-__..AMLILL_fsomefoocdecreeilltulisbment.

ina e lave Sole mai kekahi //
[and. if] [future (brine not hither)] [the-one]

na9u no e ha9i 1 ka ho9opaill

[12x re indeed) [future tell] the punish]

(90) The lands indeed. will accrue to the government.

9 0 na 9aina

E sub$J. the-pl. (land

na9e e 1110 i ke aupuni

indeed)] [future accrue] [m the government;

(91) Here is the child beforeyourequestino your support on the approaching

election day.

eia ka pua i muel o 9oukou

[here] child) fm front] [of you-plural] [inf.

not aku ana i ka 9oukou kiko90

(rye thither 140] [El the mt-pluralisupport

4
"'"."111""C""Wigri"."1"WOMMINW i

9 ana mai i ka la koho e hiki mai ana

(.3s to here)] Cm the (am elect)][ inf. arrive (hither -1...%)]
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(90 At the time that Hawaii is warm, it is winter here.

.90 ka

[mils), the

wi e vela ana 90 hawaii

time] [inf. varm 4.120 [subj. Hawaii]

90 1.0, ko

Laub4. it [the (here

9one9i

na

ho9 oilo

winter)]

(93) IV vim was the letter written?

vat i

[mEkpossession, *m]im

kakau

write

(94) To whom was the letter written?

Em-the 11923

na

Em

ka leka

the letter]

kikau-? is ai ka leka

write-was -en] [the letter]0.141MINNOINO

(95) 1.11bhe rainy trezmilif are the z! soul. ?

ka ua 1,/ pehea ke 9ano

the (season rain)] [like-how][ the nature] [of

alanui

55

Ilazav road-blic]

(96) At the death of a friend the bones and the hair were reserved

in a bundle.

make 9ans.

511 the die

e as -9 is

loko

preserve -2s

0

[ofwithin]

na

theta. bone] [with the

kekabi pirolo

the-one bundle]

iwi

0 ka

the

ka

hoaloha

friend]

lauoho

hair]

/1

ma

[in
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(97) I am loolrin4 at mrelf.

ke nn 4 nei au i . a?u iho

[the look here] [I] Em (me to-self)]

(98) She talks to herself.

'mom 90 ia il ia iho

[ t12.3k . [st.bl. she] [m-the (her to-self)]....- . ......-,-. _. . . .

. (99) "Don't be afraid; ris.e and come out. and meet ray chief."

mai maka9u. 9oe e ku 9oe a e

[don't fear] [you-sing] LW'. stand] [sing] [end]
komo aku e launa pu me kuPu ali9i
(enter to there) (met Ingra-,..thete)][with mr chief]

(100) While AiwOhi was loo at the house a st. e astonishinji,

and embarrOatIng thingi happened.

9ettroAii" e nine: an i kill
[m-the Aiwohij [inf. look AA jg [m the -there

hale /1 he ma 9e ke kb.h alig. a me

house] [a igling strange) [the astonishmentl[and. with

kg. hilahila

the .rowa....lasment
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RAROTONGAN

2.4. Distinctions in the sound system of Rarotongan have been given

(2.2); the structure of Rarotongan from a 'part of speech' point of view has

been compentently analyzed in a recent series of papers by Buse (1963) who

also provides syntactic analysis of sentences in terms of phrases which are

again categorized in terms of 'pares of speech' (nominal phrases, verbal,

phrases, etc) We are attempting to liberate ourselves from the 'part of speech'

approach to Austronesian languages, and in doing so we go directly to sentences.

The approach of'Buse is virtivoly as direct; we select from his sentences for

our Rarotongan sample. But we are not faced with justifying any 'part of

speech' because in phrase interior we do not distinguish beyond the recognition

of minor morphemes (lower case EL in formula) which do not occur as phrase

nucleus and major morphemes (cap M in formula) which do. Further comment on

phrase interior is occasioned Only when the selection, within the phrase deter Ines

the function of another phrase in the sentence. When we speak of the function

of a given phrase--as being Subject [S phrase], or Object [0 phrase], or Verb

[V phrase], or Locational [L phrase], and the likethe function is determined

by the place of the phrase in the sentence, but the function of the phrase

may be also determined by the phrase introducer within the phrase (and mmak_

not by the M'sthe major morphemes which constitute the phrase nucleus)

whether or not they are justified as bqing of one or another 'part of speech'

class; even if they are so justified, they can be transformed to another). The

sentence profile is said to be different when the phrases of a given sentence

are reordered, irrespective of whether the same message is marked in the revived

order of phrases (non-contrastive syntax) or whether the message is altered by

transformation of phrase order (contrastive syntax).
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Sentences (1) to (14): which follow, show the same profilenamely,

[V phrase] CS phrase] but different phrase interiors.

(1) The man falls.

ka toga te taoata

[non. [past mar]

m 14

Each phrase begins with a phrase introducerone marking time in [V phrase]

and, in the [S phrase], number among other distinctions.

(2) o is going.

ka 9aere

m 14

tiku tamaiti

son]

In the second or. [S ph ],the three minor morphemes which add. up to EL are

t-phrase introducer, paradigmatic constant for alienable possession, and

-ku. 1st person marker. (Possession is 'alienable' because children can be

given away.)

(3) You'll fall.

topa koe

fall] [you]

X 14

[non-past

In the second. or [S phrase], the major morpheme (X) appears without prior

phrase introducer. And so in general for [V pb.raise] [S phrase] profiles in

which the K in the second. 'phrase marks 1st, 2nd., or 3rd. person.

(4) The clothes ...got wet.

kua te' kika9u

[p l. wet 7 [the cloth]
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Compare sentence (1); here, (1.), the selection of phrase introducer is fkua/

rather than /kat.

(5) Ter._..e._i__haone.

kua 9aere 9a tere

-23 [the Tere]

Coxpare (1) and (4) above; here, (5), the selection of phrase introducer is

Pa/ rather than lte/ which is incompatible with following personal

names; the appropriate Pa/ is non-eommittal. as to number.

(6) err speaks kindly.

kua tuatua meitaki 9a mere

CZ. (speak kind)] [the Maxim].

(M 14) m 14

In the [V phrase], the phrase nucleus after phrase introducer is enclosed. in

parentheses to point up the modified-modifier order of the major morphems (14 10.

(r) They haveton
kua 9aere ram

nove3 - M itl.12u]

In the second. or [S phrase], the components of the wore for they are re...-

exclusive and. -tou plural.

(8) # parents heareeone.

kali 9aere mai toku r3a metua

[E neve to here] [m-m-mam the pl. parent]

a 14 m m /4

In the first or [V phrase], the phrase nucleus follows the phrase introducer

(m) end precedes a minor morpheme which localizes (but not in [L phrase]
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which calls for [m No structure). In the second. or [8 brase] othe components

of the word for mare t- phrase introducer, -8-inalienable possession, -Iva ..

1st person.

(9) The woman returned.

i 9oki mai te va9ine

return to here] [the wanton]

m N m m 14

(10) The woman was searched. for.

kua is te va9ine

[2E; M-m:searched] [ the woman]

In the first or [V phrase], the components of the word for searched are

search for and /c ia/ Tessive. Without this passive suffix, the

sentence would mean The woman searched for something.

kua

[2E.

The clothes were wetted.

mia79119ia te kaakahu.

/4-mgwetted3 [the cloth]

In [V phrase] the components of the word. for wetted are /mi9171/ wet and.

/91.11/- passive; if a causative prefix were to precede this word, the

sentence would. wan Lheremadeve.___,W_......tsupeone or sannthisa.
(12) Tere was searched for.

kua kimi9ia a tere

14-mac cb3 [the Tere ]

The second or [S phrase] has as phrase introducer /a/--rather than/te/ as in

sentence (10)--because there the phrase nucleus is a personal name.

(13) He was wetted.
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kua ma ??is

M-mcwetted]

Compare sentence (11) .

(14) Tere is driving.112212 for a living.

e 9aka 9oro torbla ana 9a Tere

m (m-Przdrive truck) [the Tere]

In the first or [V phrase] the phrase introducer, glossed m (minor morpheme),

is a discontinuous morpheme ending in the minor morpheme glossed -Ins--

altogether /e ...ana/. The components of the word for drive are Peke,/

causative and /oro/ fast--in modified-modifier parentheses: Tere is

truck - driving.

Sentences (15) to (21) below share the same profilenamely, [V phrase]

[S phrase] [0 7r)7:,,se]--but differ in phrase interiors.

(15) I played the drum.

rutu au i te pa%

[IvA beat] Lzu [ra tbe drum]

m M

Here the first or [S phrase] and the last or [0 phrase] have the phrase nuclei

preceded by phrase introducer. In the [0 phrase] there are two such introducers.

The first glossed minor morpheme (n) is incompatible with Subject phrase,

and appears in Object and other phrases.

(16) The man hit the ball.

kua pa te tangata i te pro

[ES IQ] [ the man] [m the ball]

14

All three phrases begin with phrase introducers.
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(17 ) The woman searched. for the child.

ki pv

search]

te vOine

[the woman]

te

the

tamaiti

child]

:(18) Tere is driving th truck.

e 9aka 9oro anat. 9a tare i to toroka

Cm cause-fast [ the Tere] [m the truck]

m- M m m M m t4

This csti3 not to be confused with a previous sentence whose profile was ,[V phrase]

[S phrase] . Here (18) the last or [0 phrase] has two phrase introducers, one

glossed minor morpheme (m) for /i/ marking non-subject, the other /te/ which

indicates that the morpheme for truck is singular.

(19) The clothes got wet from the rain.

kua ma9k te kika9u

[2E. wet] [ the cloth] [m

te US

the ra_lin

This is not to be confused. with a previous sentence having profile [V phrase]

ES phrase]. The passive suffix in the [V phrase] of that sentence does not

appear here (19).

(20) The rain made the clothes wet.

kua 9akame.9ii to ua i te

m-Mmake wet] [the rain] [m the

Compare the first or [V phrase] of sentences (19) and (20):

introducer is the same, but here, (20). the components of what

make s are /9aka/ causative and /m4491:-/ wet.

(21) wrap du the fish.

kika9u

cloth]

the phrase

is glossed.
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kua

[g
va9E . te va9ine :2 te ika

[the women] [m the fish]

63

Sentences (22) to (27) which follow share the same profile ending in

Agentive [Ag. phrase] rather than [0 phrase], as above. They not only share

the [V phrase] [S phrase]. [Ag. phrase] profile, but also (1) an 24.4n structure

of :the nucleus of the [V phrase], in which the minor morpheme (zn) is one or

another of the alternant forms of the passive suffix:/-9ia/ and /? a/ and /la a/,

and (2) a pair of phrase introducers in the [Ag. phrase] of which the first

introducer is glossed

(22) The clothes were wetted bn the rain.

kus.

[Et?

kua

mIx9i7z9ia te kika9u e te ua

M-mmwetted] [the cloth] [k the rain]

(23) The fish was wrapped by the woman.

va9Ia te ika a te va9ine

[21. ejfEsj3.[ the fish] Da the woman]

(24) The child was searched for by the woman.

kua kimi9ia te taraiti e te va9iae

[Et. 14-m:searched] [the child] [k the woman]

(25) The women was searched for by the child.

kua lrtmi Cu, te va9ine e te tamaiti

CA's M-m:searched3 [the woman]

(26.) The taro were 2ateithe

kaa kaii3a te taro a to pucka

LED *4e:eaten] [the taro] Lbz the pig]

(27) The house was damaged 1.the wind.

kua 9akakisiona te ?are a te matar3i

[ht child]

[PS: m44-m=damaged ] [the house [hr. the wind.]
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The profile [Ag. phrase] [V. phrase] [S phrase] is also possible, as
in (28) following;

(28) The child. was searched. for by the woman.

ni, te valine i kimi te tamaiti

the woman] [past search] [the child]

Sentences (29) and (30) show profile [V phrase] CS phrase] [L phrase].
with Location specified in the final phrase. An [L phrase] occurs in sentences

(31a) and (31b) which, however, do not specify [S phrase]; and in (31c) neither
[S phrase] nor [L phrase] is specifiedonly [V phrase].

(29) I live there.
e no90 ana au ki ka6

s-.2,_za -Ira] [I] [ra thy]
30) Were went back home.

kua. 9oki 9a tere ki te

return] [the Tere] the haw]

(33,a) Look at the mountaln.

e 95.kara ki te mauna

1.2213 [In the mountain]

(31b) It got an the rain.

kua m 9u i te ua

[2E. wsse [In the rain]
Another free translation might be It got wet in the rain.

(31c) Go away:

Qttere atu

[move from-here]

X
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sentence (32) o below, shows the profile [V phrase] [S phrase] [0 phras

[I. phrase] with the last phrase specifying location in time.

(32) Yesterday, I played the drum.

i rutu au i te pa9u i nana "i

[ east beat ]a [I]b [m the drum]. Ein yesterday]d

In this sentence all of the phrases except b begin with phrase ilatroducer.o.

and phrase a and phrase a begin with the same minor morphemeIi/ for

non-subject phrase. The phrases may be reordered to d a b co without change

in message.

Sentences (33) and (310 below, show the. y rofile [V phrase] [S phrase]

[0 phrase] [I phrase] =with Instrument specified in the final phrase.
(33) The woman beat the child with a stick.

kua rutu te va9ine te tamaiti

EA. beat] [the woman] the child]

3

ki te rikau

Era the stick]

All phrases in this sentence begin with at least one phrase introducer.

(30 I hit himWith a right.
kua moto au i a is ki te rims katau
ERS punch] [I] [m the him) [m the (hand right,)]

Sentences (35) to (56) which follow share the same profile-namely

[eminent phrase] [Topic] phrasebut differ in phrase interiors.
(35) His father is Tangi

ka tani metua

EMicia.tila.........1a3"Tan Em-m-m=his father]
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In the second or[ Topic phrase] the components for m-m-m are /t/ the and
I P.

fa/ inalienable possession ;(inalienable because a parent is 'inherited

ma-therefore regarded as inseparable part of one), -,nd /na/ 3rd. person.

(36) That is the new house.

ko tarn, te Pare Pik

[specifier the-there][the (house new)]

(37) Here is the ball.

ta ia te ;;;Oro

ball][the. he: [the

m M m 11

(38) .....ER022.16.11AkI

mei te a7a te maPata

[from the 21W) [the MAO

(39) This is a night for mosquitoes

9e p; namu tact

Ca (RWI [the -here1

A closer translation might be This is a mosquito -ish night.

(40) Be has come here from the dance.

mei te 9ura mai 9a

[from the damge to here] [the.

(41) It is shamillike a banana leaf.

mei tit ran neika

[frost the (leaf banana)]

42 Where has Tare come from?

mei Pea mai 9a tare

[from vitepe, to here] the IST1

ia

Le)

to
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(43) Tube claacing.

9ei te 9ura au

[at the dance] [I]
CM Vary is a kind-spoken woman.

e va9ine tus.tus. meitaki 9a mere( speak, )] [the Ma../m]

(45) There are may parents?

tei ?ea aka metua

[at where] [m-r-rreim parent)

In the second. or [Topic phrase], the components for m-m-m are ZERO for

plural of what is possessed,:(contrasting with /t/ in tbsku ray sinralar)

and -5- inalienable possession, and -ku. 1st verson.

(46) The beer is at home.

tei te kilnga to kava

t the home] [the beer]

(17) What are you doing?

tei te eft koe9

[at the litst] [zasi]

(48) Those picture is that?

na 'jai t;ni. tatii

[24-mlyRossessor who] [the-there picture]

The free translation as given)(11.8))is ambiguous in English, for it could

be read as asking who was the owner or who was the mOdel of the picture.

67

Till.. Rarotonga [Topic phrase] specifies by can.ponent for M-m that in/

means of whom and /1/ mans alienablehence who was the owner or what could

be sold..
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(49) Whose picture is that?
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9ai tin& tutu

04-m=, ossessor who] [the-there pictirel

The ambiguity in English batmen (48) and (49) is resolved.. here) 091 by

the specification of cavon.ents for 14-m, namely /n/ of whom and.

inalienablehence who is the model of the picture (if I pose for a picture,

the picture and I are inseparable).

(50) Where is Rai?

tei ?ea 9a piri

[at where [the Bill

(51) Rarotone is a verdant island..

9enua.

(land

ruperupe 9a raxotoI)a

lush)] [the Rarotonga]

(50 Ther. e

atu 9a tare

[the-(there away)] [the Tare]

(53) They are siblings.

9e teina tuakana riva

(maim: ,sibling older sibling [23.,ze --tom)

The modified-modifier order by gloss in parentheses is reminiscent of Chinese

caspotmds for kinship terms.

(54) HiS wife has the knife.

tei Vas va9ine to m;tipi

[at A"min=his woman] [the knife]

The components for what is glossed m-mam. are /t/ tat: and /a/ alienable (alienable

since a wife is not inherited); and haat 3rd. person.
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(55) You're truly Chinese.

to tinit; rii koe

[possessor the (China ex...acat)] [au]
(56) I am here; he is over there.

tei konei au I I tei 9a-:a
[at the-here EI1 ELI order [ILLS42.2.3

This is an instance of one sentence with the profile [Comment phrase] [Topic

phrase] occurring both 'before and after pause juncture (//) .

Just as Location is marked by ar [L phrase] after [V phrase] [S phrase]

beginning sentences, so also [L phrase] follows [Comment] [Topic] beginning

sentences. Sentence (57) belaw exemplifies profile [C phrase] [ T phrase]

[L phrase] while sentence (58) exemplifies [C phrase] [T phrase] [L phrase]

[L phrase].

(57) The taro tch mine alone.
-

palm 'us to repo tavari i

[ (*in-Moraine alone)] [the muddy)] [in the-here

rid9i

]ice

The components for m-m-K in the first or [C phrase] are for mnl of whom)

and/1/ alienable possession (alienable because not inherited) and /kiz/

lst person; the parentheses here and in the following [T phrase] show

modified-modifier order.

(58) This land frau the sea to the mountain bel.,A Is to me.

aka tate
Ent-ol- [the-here

ki to

Nei to tai

(from the Lim)
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The .components. for m-m-M are Al of whom, and N inalie n

(inalienable because the land possessed is inherited), and./ku/ lst person.

Sentences (59) to (63) which follow show two Topic phrases ,generally

in as appositions.'! relation to each otherafter the Comment phrase.

Other sentences not cited. show other relationships between pairs of Topic

phrases, but still share the profile [C phrase] [T phrase] [T phrase].

(59) That 1.4ei being woven over there is yours.

li39ou teed %i e taviria mai ra
uarse] [p.a....a-there, lei] [inf. (M-mmwoven to here) yonder]

(60) In doing the is a fast_....,Amtfai$1.r1.
9e taini9ine ukauka 9a mere i to 'Fora

Ca (VA (!f-y):=L) 3 t ?Are] [m the hula]
(61) The father of that tUchil

ko ta!i te metua o tfrit tamaiti
[a Ma] [the father] [m the-there child]

(62) DELis en expert at building canoes.

9e ta9una 9a tere nn te ta9ani vaka

Ca gmEt3 tULe Tere] [m-m=whose the (make 2w)]
Tile components for m-m in the final [Topic phrase] are /n/ of vb.=
and /6/ ession (inalienable because expertness is an

inseparable part of the. canoe builder called. Dare).

(63) That's where the birds roost.,

ko te taurana tgna te menu

[.! :Pa Lam] Etheoithera 3 Cm the birds]
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In terms of typological frequency, the type of sentence that

begins with [Comment phrase] [Topic phrase] and the type that begins with

Drplasse) [S phrase] are just about equal.

The order of the latter is reversed when the first phrase of the

sentence marks negative--Deg. phrase]. S!ntenses (64) and (65), which

follow, show the profile [Neg. phrase] [S phrase] [1r/tasse] .

(64) The woman did not return.

kAre to veine i oki mai

[not] [the woman] [past (return to here) ]

Selection of Aire/ for [Neg. phrase] is made because this sentence is

non-imperative.

(65) Don't you chatter

9auraka kitau e komakoma

not Em4Nytma chatter]

Selection of tawaralA/ for [leg. phrase] of an Imperative sentence is in

concordance with the phrase introducer of the final [irlthrase]. In the

medial [13 phrase], the components for m-N[Q:e exclusim, and /ion/

plure7. person.
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MAORI, AND THE LANGUAGE SITUATION IN NEW ZEALAND

2.5. The southernmost of the islands inhabited by a Polynesian group,

New Zealand, consists of two large and one small island, which cover an area

o 103,000 sq. miles, separated by narrow straits. The main islands are

aligned N-S; they are named North Island, South Island and Stewart Island

respectively. And 500 miles to the east of the South Island is the Chatham

Island; the other small islands off the New Zealand coastline are unimportant

for our purposes.

Today, New Zealand's population exceeds 2,500,000. As has been dont:

by the Government statisticians, New Zealand's population can be divided into

seven ethnic groupings;

Europeans 2,500,000

Maoris

Samoans, Rarotongans s other Polynesians 10,000

Chinese

Indians

160,000

7,000

3,000

plus an indeterminate number of peoples from the U.S.A., Japan, South-

east Asia, Solomon Islands and Melanesia, Scandinavia and countries in

southern Europe.

All but a small minority of the 2,500,000 Europeans are of British

descent. Most British New Zealanders are third, fourth or fifth generation

descendants of settlers who began arriving from 1820 onwards. By the 1870's
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the British population had, in numbers, exceeded that of the indigenous native

peoples the Maoris while there was also a large (about 3,000) homo-

g eneous group of Austrian Dalmatians who knew little English and had come

to exploit the New Zealand gum-fields; the remnants of ancient kauri pine

forests. By 1870 also, Eng lish was the compulsory languag e 'of instruction

in all schools. Today, English is the language of commerce, education,

urban trade, and non-cultural group activities where there are white New

Zealander:: (Pakehas) present.

Emigration from. Europe has also come from France, Germany,

Denmark, Austria and Canada in the latter half of the nineteenth century,

but the passing of several generations has resulted in the loss of the knowl-

edge of languages of provenience and the adoption of English. After World

War II, however, and also after the communists crushed the abortive revolts

of the Polish and Hungarian peoples, refugees from the war devastated areas

of Europe- from Greece, Italy and Spain began coining to New Zealand

again, as welcome immigrants.

Not only was this welcomed, not only did the successive governments

actively sponsor immigration, but, it also became a part of the platform of

both political parties; numbers of immigrants sponsored were kept and

quoted. From 1950 through 1961, the numbers of new Europeans varied each

year from 17,000 to 29,000. Most of these were multi-lingual (say three or

more langueges); on their arrival, they and their families spoke their own

ethnic language. Most dwell in the cities, especially the four main ones
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Auckland (pop. 500,000), Wellington (250,000), Christchurch (200,000)

and Dunedin (120,000). In Auckland several ethnic clubs or societies have

been formed based mainly on the desire to perpetuate their ethnic tongues,

e.g. The French Club, The Spanish Club, Goethe Society (German), Neder-

land Society (Dutch), the Baltics, and others. Those from Greece, Hungary

and Poland do not form organized societies, but instead meet at informal

parties.

About 85%of the Euvopean population live in the towns and citigls, while

about 65% of the Maori population live in rural areas. This does not mean,

however, that there are large areas inhabited solely by Maoris, since the

remaining 15% of Europeans living in rural areas (375,000) are still over

twice as many as the total Maori population. There are less than five com-

munities in New Zealand today where there is not at least one European fam-

ily.
For census purposes la Maori is a person belonging to the aboriginal

race of New Zealand, and includes a half-caste and a person intermediate in

blood between half-caste and persons of pure descent from that race.'

Strictly speaking, because of long-term and increasing intermarriage, the

number of 'pure' Maori should be decreasing, while in terms of the Cen-

sus Act the number of persOns between half or more European should in-

crease. In actual, fact most Maoris who are less than half European declare

themselves as full Maori, (although there is no slur in being half), while those

who are more than half European pass as half Maori.
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The essential symbol of being Maori regardless of amount of blood

is to speak the Maori language. Over 135,000 of the 160,000 official' Maoris

are able to speak Maori.

Since 1870, there has been a form of compulsory education which means

that the present elders have had at least a smattering of formally taught English.

To understand the Function of Maori. a language which today has no

commercial or educational value; a language which despite the impact of Eng?

lish over the space of over 140 years and the impact of having it barred from

schools and playgrounds between 1870-1930 is still spoken by a large majority

of the people, who have also for several decades been intermarrying with

Europeans to understand the function one must look at Maori traditional

history and post- European history.

The pre-contact history and tradition has already been discussed in

Indo-Pacific Fascicle One (1.2) . That history and tradition remains alive

in New Zealand today where it is diffusing rapidly from the Maori to mono-

lingual English speakers.

There were no full ecale wars with the British; those battles that did

occur rarely turned into routs and hence both groups could claim victories.

In fact, one of the reasons for the continuation of Maori is that the people

feel that they have never been defeated; and, therefore, that their way of

fighting and living is as good as that of the British. There is also the feeling

ti 1,t Maori culture is something that.is of value and that the language is the

fountain of the ethos of plaoritan&a. (the sense of being Maori).
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The Maori language has now become the focus for Maori nationalism.

In the last ten years courses in Maori have been instituted in many primary

schools, in high schools and in the Teachers' Training Colleges. Furthermore,
it now carries credits in Auckland University as 'a foreign language for degree

requirements'. Furthermore, adult education classes in Maori are spreading

to many towns and cities, with some classes wholly European --number-
ing 140.

In fact, the major controversy is not whether the language should be

taught, but which system of spelling should be used. Maor;, has an SGC of

vocalic length which was formerly marked by a macron over the long vowel,

then marked, then -more 'retently marked with a double .vowel. About half of the
Maori people are against marking this by doubling vowels, while the other

half are either not interested in the controversy, or else are teachers of

Maori and have adopted the double vowel system. Auckland University has

adopted the double vowel system.

There is no standard Maori, nor is any dialect recognized as the

teaching standard. Teachers use the dialect of the area they teach in (in any

case, dialect differences are not extensive) while examiners of state exam-

inations are chosen because of their knoweidge of all major dialects.

Economic migrations of Maori individuals and groups from their natal

lands, the ceremonial visits between groups, the movement of individuals

around the country (for religious, business, sports, concert, pleasure, tour-
ing, etc.), the introduction of Maori into schools, teacher's colleges and
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universities, the ceremonial gatherings are attended by leaders of

different groups and tribes the spread of talks in Maori in 'the voice that

spans the skies' (the radio all this has spread knowledge of dialects;

is a sign of knowledge (and creates emotional be nds ) to address groups in

their own dialectal idiosyncracies. There is no standard Maori; there is no

standard way of enunciation like BBC English. This means that an overall

unified structure which won't offend can be constructed without fear; in fact,

there is no controversy about which dialect is the dialect. (The great contro-

versy in the history of Maori is in spelling, not in pronuncilation. )

Formal language is non-casual; colloquial style is appropriate only for

what are identified as casual occasions in Maori culture. The hearer is

tolerant of lapses in colloquial style, of mixture of dialect, and does not

rate one Maori dialect as better than another. There is virtually no cor-

rection or awareness of Maori grammaticalness, so long as the Maori

speaker is engaged in producing casual utterance.

Let the speaker launch into any one of the formal styles and this spirit

of tolerance vanishes; the hearers become critically alert, as soon as he

hears any one begin an incantation or a recitation, a speech, a chant,

lament, or war dance; or even the language of modern folk music, and of

shearing and party songs.

Incantations are formal preambles to speeches. They are said in a

distinctive manner and, therefore, are isolable from other linguistic forms.

Tone is higher than in casual speech; tone falls about a semitone towards
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the end of each breath-group of utterances with studied quavering and gliding

effects, while at the end of the incantation, the voice becomes louder, the

tone higher and words faster, with people joining in if Iertain phrases are

used. The incanted cadence is regular, but without the measured beat of the

haka (war-dance).

Recitations of the incantation type have to be word-perfect, without long

pauses except for breath. Since the majority of recitations are known to others

besides the speaker, variant pauses, pronunciation and stress mistakes,

omission of phrases or words are regarded as bad omens;the speaker loses

face; he may be studiously corrected by someone else in a later speech.

Incantations all refer to the pre-European past usually to aspects of

the voyage of ancestors from the legendary Polynesian homeland, Hawaiki,

to New Zealand. Mcst incantations are said to have been composed by

Hawaiki ancestors, or by the commander or ritual priest of the ancestral

canoe.

The structure of incantations does not differ from that of casual speech,

apart from the copious use of imperatives. Formalism in the body of a

speech (whether preceded or not by an incantation) is marked by:

the prescriptive direct farewells to the dead;

the formal references or greetings to the ceremonial meeting house, or meet-

ing ground;

direct references to or else greltings to important persons present, by
(genealogical affiliation to the speaker and by personal name;
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use of metaphors, similes, tribal sayings, and. Maori proverbs in the body

of the speech.

Formal speeches and incantations share with casual speech one mono-

lithic grammar.

Chants and laments and shouted war dances are performed by groups,

usually relatives of the speaker, and mark the end of each speech. (He

koorero te kai a te rangatira, he waiata hei kiinaki: speeches are the food

of chiefs, the song is the relish.) Sung chants and laments have 1/4, 1/2ANIMIMW111 1..=110

and 1/8 tone changes of melody which have been transcribed in musical nota-

tion. The haka (war dance), which is spoken, has a regular beat kept in time

with the words by. stamping the right foot.

The structure of laments, dirges, chants and war dances differs from

those forms mentioned above, because of the freedom of the composer to

alter word arrangement, to omit morphemes, to extend the length of syllables

usually short and vice-versa.

Stylistically these songs and chants use allusions, similes and meta-

phors- copiously, to the extent that each such song has a separate meta-

language from that of others.

The small tonal variations, the variant grammatical constructions and

the obscure use of words and the use of words that are obsolete is often the

basis for the various assumptions that 'real' , 'pure', 'classical', 'semi-
classical', 'deep' Maori was of'this type; that present-day Maori is no longer

'pure'; and that present-day speakers of Maori have distorted and corrupted
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the language of their fr.refathers.

In the context of Maori society and culture, anything regarded as

'classical' is synonymous with pre-European. Classical Maori culture is

reconstructed with the aid of archaeology as well as texts collected by first-

contact Europeans, or written by Maori scholars who were made literate by
missionaries. The traditional history, legends, and customary beliefs writ-
ten in Maori by these early writers do not differ phonologically, or morpho-

eyntactically from tales and stories written in the same language by contem-

porary authors. In vocabulary, ,later works show the influence of English,

assimilated into Maori:.

To equate classical Maori with formal style also distorts the facts.
Formal language is restricted to formal gatherings, and it differs from in-
formal colloquial speech solely in style.

Casual style is concerned with questions, answers, comments and,

conversations about aspects of the bicultural modern world with all that

this implies in terms of European techniques, artifacts and processes which
have been introduced into the Maori world. The English language is dominant,
and each new object and process has an English name.

This expanded Maori consists of Maori patterns with a predominance

of Maori words, but with occasional English words filling the Polynesian

slots. However, the alternation of a span of Maori between medial junci--

tures, then a span of English to complete the utterance, is used in some areas,
especially by school children.
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All this does not mean that there are two contrastive types of speech,

the formal language spoken by the elders and the colloquial by the younger

Maori, though this is postulated by the Beagleholes. The point the Beagle-

holes missed was that the elders use colloquial Maori on informal occasions

(probably when they are not present since courtesy would then require that

they use English) while children, when they are 'playing orators' use the

language, the actions and the strutting of speakers of non-casual Maori.

The language of modern folk music is more formal than that of collo-

quial Maori, but without the allusions of more ancient chants. The music is

derived from modern popular songs usually American while the stylized

hand actions done simultaneously by members of the troupe is typically

Polynesian.

Modern shearing and party songs of a humorous and burlesque nature

use modern tunes and deliberately mix Maori and English words and phrases

to obtain comical effects not only because of the structure, but also

because of the meaning.

The distinction between an. eastern and western dialect of Maori spoken

in North Island today is still discernable. Despite the leveling of dialects

noted above, there is still a response to local features which may well be

reminiscent of former tribal area characterizations. The following notes

three such for Western, four for Eastern, and three for mixed dialects that

are centrally located in North Island, Nev, Zealand. South Island Maori is

now extinct; the Maori in Smith Island today are immigrants from North Island.
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Western Dialect:

Anthropological. Linguistics, Vol. 6, lc.

1. Te Aupouri and Ngapuhi in North Auckland Peninsula

2. Waikato - Maniapoto in South of Auckland

3. Wanganui River and Taranaki in Southwest coast of North Island

Eastern Dialect:

1. Ngai te rangi , Ngati-away

Te Whakatohea, Tuhoe of Bay of Plenty and its hinterland

Te Whanau a Apanui and Ngati-porou of East Coast Peninsula

3. Rongowhakaata of Poverty Bay

4. Ngati-kahungunu of Hawke's Bay and the Wairarapa

Centrally located dialects including features of east and west:

1. Te Arawa of the hot lakes district round Rotorua

2. Ngati-Tawharetoa of the shores of Lake Taupo

3. Itgati-maru of Hauraki plains Coromandel Peninsula

The following sample of Maori sentences is from Hohepa (in press).

In general, these sentences are like the profiles already noted for Rarotonga,

above. Thus, the first group of Maori sentences which follow, (1) to (12),

exemplify the profile [V phrase ] [S phrase].

(1 ) The man has finished.

kua mutu te taxi ata

1 the man]
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(2) Mary has sone.

kua haere a mere

[21 gee ] the Mary]

ID

(3) We walked.

i haere raro maaua

[past (so below)] [m -M=we I

In the second or [S phrase ], the componento for m-M glossed we are /Inas./

exclusive and /ua/ dual person.

(4) youngest child sleeps«

kua moe taku pootiki

[21 sleep] irri-m-m=Lna youngest child;

In the [S phrase] the components of the word for Ea are It/ the and /a/

alienable possession (Mt. \able because children can be given away) and /ku/

first mum.

(5) This good horse ran fast,

oma horo teener hoiho pai

12221 (run fast)] Lthe -here (horse Rood)]

A closer translation might be This and horse fast-ran. The parezIlheses in

each phrase show the modified-modifier order, preceded by phrase introducer.

(6) This good horse is rt2.miiin

e oma ana to hoiho pai nei

run -ins) [the (horse god here)]

M m](in
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The phrase introducer is disContinUous with the morpheme glossed -ing, after

the major morpheme: /e ... ana/

(7) The bird ATI flying

e rere haere tonu ana te rnanu

1L.n (Lix 212 continue) kat the bird]

(8) That dos. ran here, barking.

oma tautau haere mai teeraa kurii

[Ltd (run ba k -barko to here)] the -there dm]

(9) Mary was left behind.

i fakareerea a mere

Lae m-M-m =1.sit] it! Mary]

The components m-M-m glossed left are /faka/ causative and reere leave

behind and /a/ passim.

(40) The big,, shark was killed;

patua te maDoo nui

[gut M-m = killed] the (shark 12,11)]"

The components of M-m glossed killed are /patu/ kill and /a/ passive.

(11) Jim and companions were chased.

aruarumia a hemi maa

Lasta (M-M)-m = chased [tILe Jim

m m M

In formula, reduplication is inclosed in parentheses with the repeated member

separated by hyphen, as (M-1\11-m for (chase-chase )-passive.

ti
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(12) Jim and his companions came here secretly*

ka haere Daro

(inceptive (move lost

m M M

mai

to here)]

a hem'

[As Jim

m M

maa

m
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In the first or [V phrase], the order in parentheses is modified-modifier-

modifier.

The next group of Maori sentences which followlgenerally end in

locational phrase phrase]. The favorite order is the profile [V phrase]

[S phrase] phrase b, but this may be reordered to [V phrase] [Li phrase]

[S phrase].

(13) John went to the mountains.

ka haere a houne

[inceptive move John]

e

( A4) I am returning home.

hcki

return

ana ahau

(Z5) They entered the house.

ka hou

ki Daa maaup a

Lin the-plural mountain]

ki te kaailja

atu raatou

the home

ki te fare

(Aceplitse (enter) to there)] zin-M] the house

(16) 11121 are carefully descending into this big monste cave.

aata

[th careful

J.

heke iho ana raatou ki teenei

descend to here jag] [m rm = gm] (m the-hereOIMMIMINI111. 1111M.
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r ua tanifa nui

cave monster ilia

(17) The tree crashed b the ground,
a

papahoro te raakau ki te fenua

[past, crash] [the tree] in it te vciund)

(18) The little boy ran weepinv to school.

ka oma tangi haere te tamaiti ki te kura

run ay so] the child i ita the sahobl

(19) The teachers limbed directly to the mountain summit.

ka piki tonu atu aaa maahita ki te taumata

climb direct to-therei[the-plural teachers]. [m the summal

The following group of sentences shows the profile [V phrase] [S phrase]

[. ()phrase]. This profile can also be re-ordered to [V.-phrase] [C,), phrase]

[S phrase].

(20) The boy knocked on the, door,

i paatootoo te tarnaiti i. te kuaha

La:A knock] t[12e child small) 61. the .1.22.0

Ikv the Itst. bra 6.0hr 4. segi*hatthas be eizi tloseed.m,i l ainon-Isigajiketitintroucpr

(21). He saiv the box,.
1.,

ka kite is i te pouaka

irUcjIpthre 2111 (211.2erson singular)

(22) This girl fell Off that horse.

the box ]
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i taka teenei kootiro i teeraa hoiho

[2.sat fall] the-here girl] La the-there horse]

23) The mother is searching for her child.

e kiwi ana te faaea i taana tamaiti

87

[modal seek ice] the mother] Lin m-m-m =he r child- small

In the last or [0 phrase] the components of m-m-m are it/ the, /aa/
alienable po3session, and /nal 3rd person.

(24) The big children were picking up the scattered berriee.

e kohikohi ana uaa tarnariki i uaa

[modal collect-collect in [the-plural child-pidral] [m the-plural

hua raakau patere

(fruit tree spill)]

(25) All of them fell off this large rock,

taka iho raatou katoa i te toka nui nei

(2a22/ fall to-down] (m-m=they all the rock big here]

In the accord. or [S phrase] the components of m-m are /raa/ exclusive

and itou/ plural.

(26) The boy has spilt the water.

kua patere te wai i te tamaiti

Lef. spilt] the water] [irk_ the toy]

A more literal translation for sentence (.26) would be the water was spilt

by the boy.

(27) The kumara shoots were s lanted b the workers,
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i fakatoou is uaa t'upu kuumara e uaa

ast -m=plantedl [the- plural (plant kuumara)] [12y the- Aural

kaimahi

m-M]

In the first or [V phrase] the components of m-M-m are / faka/ causative,

/ too/ plant, and /uia/ ,passive_.

(28) The clothes are bein unfolded b those women.

e fakahorahia mai ana rya kaak-ahu e

[modal m-M-m=spread to-here ttg] [the - plural cloth] Pa

waahinea-aa

m-m=before mentioned woman-plural]

In the first or [S phrase] the components of m-M-m are ifaka/ causative,

ifhora/ spread l Ala/ passive. In the third or [Ag phrase] the components

of in-m are ZERO plural (contrasting with / t/ in / taua/ those singular)

and iaua/ mentioned previously.

(29) The man had been taken by the

kua taria te tauata e uaa pirihimana

Lef: Artm=takonl [sks, ...Jan 02y the plural _policeman'

(30) The clothes were being washed by the washer.

e horoia ana luaa kaakahu e te mihiini

(modal M-m=washed in tiaplural cjotA. Lbi the machine

horoi kaakahu

wash cloth))
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(31) The man hit the dog.

kua patua te kurii e te tauata

12f. M-m=hit] the 1.1211 1122 the man]

(32) Lis was 21._ prisonerlc risoner by the enemies.

ka man hereheretia is e uaa hoariri

[inceptive catch M-M-m=tied ] he fly the-plural enemy]

In sentence (32), in the first or [V phrase] the components of M-M-m are

/here/ tie, /here/ tie, and /dB./ passive.

(33) The sow was tied by him.

kua herea te faereeree a is

M-m=tied] the sow] Lb/ him]

(34) The woman washed the clothes.

horoia uaa kaakahu e as waahine

last M-m=washed [the-plural cloth] Lba the-plural woman - plurall
a

(35) The wild horse was held by that man mentioned previously,

e puritia ana te hoiho e taua

modal M-m=hold inz] the hors 02.1 m-m=that aforementioned

tauata

Jan

(36) Let him 19,0-Veedeirtie jlesp.
tukua is kia warea a te moe

M-m=allow [him] 021 M-m=overcome] [121 the sleep]

(37) The red book had already been taken by his older brother.
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kua riro noa atu te pukapuka fero i toona

LEL take previous from here] ithe book red] [2y m-m-m=his
tuakana

older sibling]

In the third or [Ag phrase] the components of m-m-m are it/ the singular,

/ oo/ inalienable possession, a/ 3rd person.

(38) The husband was accom anied here b his children.

i arahina mai te taane a aana tamariki

LatEA m -M=lead to here] We husband] [laar m-m-m=his child-plura.1]

In the third or [Ag phrase] the components of m-m-m are ZERO plural,

/aa/ alienable /na/ 3rd person.

The following group of sentences has the profile (phrase] [V phrase]

[0 phrase], and this profile can also be reordered non-contrastively to

Pephrase] [0 phrase] [V phrase].

(39) It was the man who beat the dog.

ariaa te taijata i. patu te kurii

Em-m=by the mad. [Eta hit] fthe dog]

In the first or [Agphrase] what has been glossed rn-m has as its components

In/..att and /aa/ alienable possession.

(40) It is the man who will beat the dog.

maa te taajata a patu te kurii

(in )y the malg. (future hit the ti2Ej

In the first or Ettphrase], the components of m-m. are /m/ future, /aa/

alienable pos session.
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(41) He can carry this one.

maana teenei a tari

[in-m:Lv1=22) m-M=this Era carry]

In the first or [Agphrase] the components of m-m-M are /m/ future, / aai
alienable possessioila and /nal 3rd person.

(42) He 1ro.ght that.

naana teeraa taxi mai

Em-m-M=hei m-M=that [past carry to- here]

A closer translation for sentence (42) might be it was he who brought that.

(43) This tribe can corn lete that beautiful carved meetin house onder.
maa te iwi nei fakaoti te fare fakairo

[m -m the people here] [future (house carve

pat raa

beautiful) yonder]

(44) John burnt the weeds.

naa hoone i tabu uaa taru

John [East burn] [the -plural 22.11.1

Sentence (45) shows the profile [V phrase ] [S phrasal [Possessive

phrase], while sentences (46) and (47) show profile [V phrase] (0 phrase ]
[Possessive phrase ] .

(45) Matthew's house was burnt.

kua tahuna te fare matiu

= burnt] the house] [inalienable possession Matthew]
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In the first or [V phrase] the components for M-m are /tahu/ burn and

/nal passive.

(46) Give me this horse's saddle cloth.

hoomai to faariki o teenei hoiho

[Bin to here] the cover ] [inalienable possession the-here horse

(47) Ilya the cows here for this man.

inauria mai Daa kau maa teenei taxi ata

EM-n2 = bring to here] the plural cow] [m-m the-here man]

In the first or [V phrase] the components for M-m are /mau/ carry and Ma/.

passive. For the third or [9ossessive phrase] the components for what is

glossed m-1n are /m/ noz22alt and /aa/ inalienable possession.

The following group of sentences has the profile [Negative phrase]

[S phrase] [V phrase]; this is the favorite order. The alternative profile,

[Negative phrase] [V phrase] [S phrase], does not change the message for

the same selection of words when ordered with [S phrase] following imme-

diately after [Negative phrase]; hence such reordering is a matter of non-

contrastive syntax.

(48) You did not listen.

kaahore koutou i fakarogo

bast-descriptive] [ze-M =mu] faa,st m-M = listen]

In the second or [S phrase] the components for m-M are ikou/ 2nd person

and /iouf h.2_12:al. In the following phrase, the components for m-M are

(faka/ causative and /rogo/ sense.
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(49) He will never return.

e kora rawa
1111111.

is a h ki mai

(future (not very)] Le] Rutuxe (return to here

(50) He was not completely dead.

kaahore is i mate rawa

not descriptivel [la] past . die very]

(51) The man will, not know.

kaahore teenaa tatjatr a moohio

[not descriptive] the -there man) (future know]

(52) The didn't hear.

kiihai

not past]

te kurii i rongo

the dos) at2t listen]

The following group of sentences has the profile Negative phrase]

[s phrase} DI phrase] to phrase] . An alternative profile in non-contrastive

syntax is [Negative phrase] [V phrase) Is phrase) [O phrase] . The previous

profile of sentences (48) to (52), differ from the profiles of the following sentences

merely in not specifying. the object by final [0 phrase] .

(53) The man did not meet Peter.
/10111110.111NOMININD 4NOMMINIMMENO

Rilhai te tarjata i tuutaki i a pita

nt.bpast] the man (past 24223

(54) Peter did not see the man.

kiihai a pita

[a the Peter]

kite i te tarjata

[not -past) 11.1a. Peter] !past set) Da the man
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(55) I haven't seen John.

kaahore ahau i kite i a hoone

dot descriptive] [] [aatt see] [Ea the John]

(56) Don't YOU hit him.

kaua koe e patu i a is

not imperative] Um] [future h t] [in the him]

(57) Don't iou hit the cow.

kaua koe e patu i te kau

insl. ir_aperative1 (=O [future hit] Lin the cow]

(58) .1 Will not be defeated lax John.

e kore ahau e raru i a hoone

[future not] LI] [future defeat] (Ea the John]

(59) Thex will not expedite the betrothal.

kore raatou e fakahaere i te tomo

[future not] (m-M = Ll_u_y, 1 [future m-M = expedite] Ern the betrothal]

In the second or [S phrase] the components for m-M are /raa/ exclusive.or
session and /tou/ plural.

(60) The fishhook was not taken the fish.

kiihai te matau i riro i te ika

not mat] the fishhook] (Let take] 111 the fish]

A more literal translation would be The fishhook did not take the fish.

The following group of sentences has the profile [Comment phrase]

[Topic phrase]. The two most commonly expressed sentence profiles in
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Maori are this one [C phrase ] [T phrase] and the first profile men-

tioned above, [V phrase] [S phrase].

(61) This is the chief.

ko te raDatira teenei

[Ear sub'ect the chief] [m-M = this]

(62) He is at the house.

kei te fare is

[present the house] as]
(63) Mx older brother is Peter.

ko pita tooku tuakana

[non- subject Peter ] M
ONEMOO ONIMM

= ceder brother]

In the second or Tcpic phrase] the components for m-m-m are /t/ the,

/oo/ Inalienable possession, and Au/ first person.

(64) This aglid here is the conceited one.

ko te kootiro lakahiihiL nei teenei

(32222-subject the ( Lrl conceit) here] rze-M .1= this]

(65) John was at this restaurant.

i to fare kai nei a hoone

Lett the (house eat) here] the John]

(66) This is a fast running horse,.

he hoiho oma horo teenei

it (horse run fast)] the -here]

(67) Sohn was at the seaside'
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te taha moana a hoone

lava the side -sea] the John]

(68) This horse is a man-killer.

he hoiho patu tatjata teenei

Li (horse kill man)] MI-here]

A more litteral translation might be This is a man-killing horse.

(69) I am resting.

kei te okioki ahau

resent the rest] [1]

(70) Never mind that tri.2.

Hai aha teenaa haere

Let what] Egm- there

In the first or [Comment phrase] /hei aha/ may: be uncterstood one way

never mind in a declarative sentence; but another way what for in an

interrogative sentence: What is that tr..i.2:for?

(71) Perhaps it least a shark.

ehara pea i te ma.Doo

not imperative, perhaps:,] 5.11 the shark]

(72.) This is the 121 river.

ko teenei te awa nui

[Don-sub'ect the-here 1.: the (river 12A.)]

(73) This black cat had been searching for rats.

to rapu More te poti znatiu nei

[ma the search rat] the (cat black) here]
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The remaining sentences (74) (77) show the profile [Comment phrase]

[Topic phrase] [Possessive phrase].

(74) This is Turi's box.

ko te tamaiti teene i a turd

[1222- sub ect the child- sznall j Lthe-he re ] alienable possession Turi]

(75) The tears of the widow were like a waterfall.

me he wairere tiaa roimata o te

Las a waterfall] [gm-plural tear] [inalienable possession the

pouaru

widow]:

(76) Huta is the best sal for doing action songs.

ko huia te kootiro tino aataahua moo te mahi

nog- sub Hula] its (10.1A most beautiful)] (m -rn the work

waiata as - xi!) a

s_- alienable kossession-handj

In the third or [Possessive phrase] the components for M111 are /m/ non-

past and /oof inalienable possession.

(77) flown'. 12 is mi..= horse?

peehea te nui o toou hoih.o

Elilts7whafi] the kg] (inalienable possession m-m-m--= z2Lzr horse]

In the third or [Possessive phrase] the components for m-m-m are /t/ the,

and fool inalienable possession, and second ,person. A more literal

translation tmight.bgi The height of liza horse is what?
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The following notes on the structure of Maori are from Biggs (1961).

Morphemes are divided into two classes;

1. isolable morph which can fill nucleuc slot is a stem these run into

the thousands

2. all non-stem morphemes are minor morphemes these total less than 70.

Nucleus slot may be filled by

1. all stems

2. stem surrogates

3. minor morphemes of decade classes 10 and 210.

All stems occur only in nucleus slot.

Minor morphemes of 10 and 210 (except 214) occur only in nucleus

slots and are called: nuclear minor morphemes.

Other minor morphemes which can occur in peripheral, slot are called:

peripheral minor morphemes.

Minor morpheme. are furthur classified as to whether they occur be-

fore or after the nucleus.

1. preposed minor morphemes

2. po.stposed minor morphemes (but included here are some morphemes

which occur before the nucleus as well).

Morphemic material in the nucleus slot is called the nucleus. A nu-

cleus may consist of: a. a single stem; b.. a stem plus nuclear minor

morphemes; c. two or more stems; d. two or more stems phis nuclear

minor morphemes; e. a combination of minor morphemes as a stem sur-

rogate.



Preposed minor morphemes are numbered from the stem (decades 10 -

90 +).

Postposed minor morphemes are numbered from the stem (decades:

210 - 280).

Minor morphemes occurring both before and after the stem are all.ftted

to the highest of the alternative possible decade classifications.

Morphemes numbered consecutively within the decade indicates mutual

substitute ability. A hiatus in the numbering indicates non-substitutability .

More than one member of decades 270, 80 and 70 may occur within the .

word. In all other cases all members of the same decade class are incom-

patible.

Class 10

11. faka causative

14. tua ordinal

15. toko human

17. a explicative

19. pee- like.

Nuclear morphemes include three types of reduplications:

R-, -R.., -R.

Class 20

21. ka N kaa inceptive ,

22. e general

23. i kesS.

7
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24.

25.

26.

27.

29.

31.1

32.1

33.1

35.

36.

38.

39.

kia desiderative

Anthropological

0
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1st ma. .

kua perfect

kei caveat

me prescriptive,

he indefinite article

2 27 mark tense or. aspect.

Class 30

au - ahau 31.2 -ku

koe 32.2 -u

to 33.2 -na

-ua dual

2nd ma. sing.

3rd 2111. sing.

-tou plural,

aua retrospective

tehi specific

31 - 33 have constant of singular person.

31.1, 32..1, 33.1 have constant of actor - Real.

31.2. 32.2, 33.2 have constant of possession.

35 - 36 have constant of non-singular person.

38 - 39 have constant of definition.

Class 40

42.1 koor-

43. raa-

44. taa-

42.2 kou- 2nd pers. non-slia .

3rd 2E1.1. non-E2:121.

inclusive pan-s, 4211.
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45. maa- exclusive non-ling.

Class 40 has its constant of non-singular actor, eat, possession; members

of 40 are obligatorily paired with 35-6.

Class 50

51. a personal.

Class'70

71. a - as dominant possession

72. o oo subordinate possession.

Class 80

81.1 tee - to 81.2 t- definite article Lys.

82.1 Daa ee 82.2 g definite article plural have con-

stant of definiteness.

Class 90 +

91. i relational 22sition

92. ki motion to 2osition

93. kei present position

94. hei . future position

96. ko enlphatia

98. m- future possession

99. n- non-future possession

101. me with, as

105. a vocative

107.

91 - 94 have constant of position..
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98 99 have constant of time of possession.

Class 210

211.1 - a N 211. 2 - ia 211. 3 - hia 14P 211. 4 - kia ni 211. 5 - mia 211. 6 - /V

Ell - ria 211.8 -tiaN 211.9 - fia 211.10 - na Iv 211.11 qa ^/ 211.12 - ina

rtt38hre suffix

212.1 - no N 212.2 - ago, N 212. 3 - haga ne 212.4 - kaga A 212.5 - maqaN

212.7 - raga AO 212.8 - taga.

Morphemes in noun derivation.

214. maa additive.

Clasi 220

221. rawa intensity

222. tonu continuity

223. kee Otherness

224. noa non-restriction

225. kau exhaustiveness

226. koa emphatic

227. pea erlE.ms..

229. maa additive

Class 220 has constant of sualifications.

Class 230

231: atu away from speaker

232. mai towards mks
233. the downwards

234. ake upwards
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236." tia concurrent passive

231 - 234 ha--e constant of direction.

Class 240

241. ana imperfect

242. ai resultative.

Class 250

251. anoo M ano again.

Class 260

261. hoki also.

Class 270

271. nei position near speaker

272. naa position near hearer

273. Daa distant

103

Class 270 has constant of patition.
Stem Classes.
All morpheines which are not minor morphemes are stems. Stems

are cla.ssifled by the criteria of occurrence or non-occurrenceiin.certain

divisive frames. A few stems have unique distributions and are not alloted

to classes. e.g.

1. mea generalized object of action overlaps 5 out of 6 stem classes;
411NOMP

2. -ati occurs only bound to 21 ka inceptive as in ka ati enough.

Six stem classes containing 24 to hundreds %A members. Sub classes

are based on wider or narrower distribution than their corresponding classes.

N stems occur with class 80, but not class 20. Some N stems occur
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with 71 active possession. Other N stems occur with 72 passive myessis.

Nx occur with 105

Nz have infix -11.-

-R- = vowels of same quality as the final vowel of the first syllable of the

stem in order to form the plural.

stems occur with class 20, but not with class 80. There are no

subclasses.

A stems occur with both class 20 and class 80.

Subclass Ax occur with 14.

Subclass Ay has a reduplication of the first two phonemes as an optional

plural marker.

Subclass Az has plurality indicated by infixing a vowed of the same quality

as the last vowel of the first syllable of the stem.'

G stems occur in the flame 20 ... 211. G stems substitute for N,

U and A in all frames except those peculiar to Ax, Ay, Az, Nx, Nz. Twelve

Subclasses are determined according to the alternate of the passive suffix

211 that they select. A syntactic subclass Gk occurs with 92 but not 91.

L stems occur with 61 - 64. No subclasses.

P stems occur with 51.

Stems of unique distributions

lama negative imperative, occurs only in non-final contour words, either

alone or in the formula + 20 + kiva 260.

kiihai past assa....tive occurs only in non-final contour words, either alone or
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followed by 251.

tiro soon occurs only in the formula + 20 + taro and in fixed expressives.

a- place occurs, always paired with 270.

lati sufficient occurs alone or juxitaposed to 21 only after silence or final

juncture.

med generalized action, object or person fills any frame of class N, V, A,

G, P.

Following are listed compatibilities and incompatibilities existing

between minor morphemes and stem classes.

11. occurs before stem classes N, V, A, G, L.

14. occurs before subclasses Ax.

15. occurs before subclasses Ax except tahi one and tini many.

17. occurs between two stems of N, G, A, V in the nucleus.

R- = reduplication of the first syllable of a stem morpheme.

With Ay the meaning is plural or intensive.

With G the meaning is completed and maintained action.

- R. = reduplication of the whole stem or the last three or four phonemes.

Occurs with ? means frequentative.

- R- = infixed vowel of the same quality as the last vowel of the first syllable

of the item.

Occurs only with Nz and Az and means plural.

21 - 27 occur with V, A, G and are incompatible with all higher numbered

preposed minor morphemes.
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29 occurs with N, A, G and is incompatible with all higher numbered pre-

posed minor morphemes.

Paradigm 30.1 occur in stem position and have combinatorial possibtl-

ities of P.

Paradigm 30.2 is obligatorily paired with 70, occurring both in' the

nuclear slot, as a stem surrogate, and in the periphery sequence with N,

A, G.

35 - 36 always occurs with paradigm 40 (q.v).

38 - 39 always occur with 70 and in sequence with N, A, G.

40 is obligatorily paited with 35 - 36 and overlaps distribution of 30.1 and

30.2.

51 occurs with P and must precede P in any sequence not containing 96, 101,

105, 107, 70.

70 occurs with all stem classes either contour initially or following 98, 99

or 80.

80 occurs with N, G, A.

If it occurs twice in the same contour word it is obligatorily paired with

70 in its first occurrence.

91 - 94 occur in sequence with N, V, A, G, L, P.

96 occurs with N, A, G, P, L and is juxtaposed to P and L but pre( .ides 80

with N, G, A.

98 - 99 occur with N, At Gib L; P and with 30.2 and 40 + 35 - 36, when they

are in the nucleus slot.
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101 occurs with N, A, G, P.

105 occurs juxtaposed to P and to Nx.

107 occurs with N, A, G and juxtaposed to P.

210 occurs with and is divisive for G stems.

212 occurs with G, A, V and the resulting form is N.

221 227 occur with all stem classes.

229 in the periphery with P and Nx and in the nuclear slot between 4, stems

or between 2N stems.

231 - 234 occurs with G, V, A, L, N.

236 occurs obligatorily with A stems which are in the same complex nucleus,

with a G stem followed by 211 and also with 221 - 227 following 211.

240 occurs with A, G, V.

251 occurs with all stem classes.

261 occurs with all stem classes.

270 occurs with all stem classes.

The following formulas give all possible combinations of minor mor-

phemes with the class N stems but no account is taken of restrictions.

A maximum of five peripheral morphemes follow. The total length

of the contour word is also relevant so that a word containing several pre-

posed minor morphemes is unlikely to contain more than one or two in the

postponed periphery.

(a) + (105 - 107) or ± 91 - 6 or (+ 98 w 9 + .70) or

+ 80 + 70) + 80 + 70 + ( *p or 38 - 9) ± 270 + N
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+ 220 ± 230 ±250 ±260 ±270 ±270.

*p = any member of 30.2 or 40 + 35 - 36.

(h) + 96 + 29 + N ;i: 220 + 250 260.

(c) + 94 +N.

Contour words with V class nuclei.

t20 + V ± 220 f230 +240 or 260 ±250 +270 +270.

Contour words with A class nuclei.

(a) + ( 105 or 107) or + 91 - 6 or (± 98 - 9 + 70)

+ 80 x,70 ±(P or 38 - 9) +A ±220 ±250 ±260.

(b) ±96 +29 +A ±220 +250 ±260.

(c) 94 +A.

(d) + 20 + A + 220 + 230 ± 240 or 260 ± 250 ± 270 + 270.

Contour words with 0 class nuclei.

(a) + ( 101 - 7) or ( 98 - 9 + 70) or ( + 80 + 70)

+ 80 i(70 PP) or (38 - 9) +270 +G

220 +230 +250 +260 +270 +270.

(b.) + 95 - 6 + 29 + G 4- 220 + 250 + 260.

(c) 94 + N.

(d) *21- + G + 211 + 220 + 230 + 240 + 260 + 270.

Contour words with L class nuclei,

+ 90 i 80 +70+ Li 220+ 230 + 240 + 250, + 260 + 270

Minor morphemes within nuclei.

14 and 15 are divisive for Ax,)
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211 is divisive for G.

11 with N, V, A forms B and with Ltforms A

212 with V, A, and Gtforms N.

Complex nuclei.

Nuclei containing two stems

the' equivalence between two-stem nuclei and single stem nuclei are the

ollowing:

G +G, G +N, A .+ A, A +G =A

N'+ N, N +G, N +A, A +N = N

G + A

+ A

L +N, L +A

are:

=G

=V

=L

Instances of more than two- stem nuclei are classified as N. Examples

A + N.+ A, A + Ae+ L, A +G +N, A + A + Nt

G +G+A G+L+A,G+A+N,G+G+N,

G.+ A + A, G +N +N, G + N + A, N +G +N,

N +G + A, N +N + A, N +G +G, N +N +

L +A + Ge G +N +A +A, G +A +A +G,

N +N 4-0+N, N+0+A +0, N +0 +N +A,

N +A+N+N,A+N+N+N+A.

The example given for the last formula is:

he dru (ira tiniia zn6ana nUi

a air LI of a fin of a monster of the ,great ocean.
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Minor morphemes as stern surrogates.

30.1 alternates of 30 fill the nucleus slot as .P class nuclei.

30.2 alternates of 30 fill the nucleus slot, compulsorily paired with 70 in

the peripheral slot, as P class nuclei.

Decade 40 obligatorily paired with 35 - 36 fill the nucleus slot as class P

nuclei.



TONGAN

2.6. In giving the sound contrasts of Tongan) Indo-Pacific Fascicle Two

(2.2), the source followed was Norton (in press) rho based his information on

the speech of informants living on the island. of Tongatapu, who speak essentially

the same dialect of Tongan as is spoken in Wapai and irava,u. In this dialect

there are a few differences in selection of words and some :intonational dif-

ferenaes, according to the island that the speaker was brought up .on.

There is in addition one separate dialect (Rim Feou), the Tongan

dialect spoken on Tin Can Island, the northernmost of the Friendly Islands,

near dams. It is from this island that the speakers were removed in 1546,

because of imminent danger from volcanic eruption, and resulted in the reloca-

tion of most speakers in Tongatapu, and some in Eua, where they will be exposed

to dialect leveling.

liorton (221..cit.) gives an unusually good, account of how scunds combined

(interphonemic specification):

"Each vowel and consonant may occur before or after each other vowel or

consonant. All possible combinations are found although some combinations

appear much more frequently than others. However, if restricted to position,

some combinations appear only infrequently. For example, si in initial position

is found only in a few forma, and nu in final position is rare. However,

since -si is a suffix forming transitive verbs, the ccubination si appears

very frequently in final position, contrasting vith its comparatively rare use

in initial position.

Identical vowel clusters are analyzed as two syllables, three sylla-

taes, or four syllables; thus, hoo to breathe, fakaaakeloa to be in style,

and 0000 ton, non-aural, iterative. Three-syllable iantical
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clusters occur only when an affix, beginn
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ing or ending with a certain vowel,

is affixed to an identical disyllabic cluster of the sane vowel, as above,

where the causative verb prefix faka- precedes the form aakenc. style, mode.

Tbe largest identical vowel clusters found are four-syllable clusters.

All examples found consist of the

vowels nor the low vowel / a / en

Some examples of four-syllable

uuuunaki to be Sheltered. from

or protected, iterative.

... Identical VV cl

number of such idea tical

to rest, paapaakuu to

maaluuluu to be moist

to float or swim on

cal vowel clusters

phonemes / u / and / o neither front

ter into four-syllable identical clusters.

clusters are uuuu to be well sheltered, iterative,

the wind, iterative, and uuuunekina to be sheltered

ters occur quite frequently in Tongan. The largest

VV. clusters found in one word is three, as in maalooloo

unwilling, unwilling, fakapaapaakuuhalf-teartedlx,

and soft, maaluuluunia to. be moistened, fakateoteelousii

the back, and piinoonoo bogeyn. Disyllabic identi-

are found quite frequently in words, as the following

examples illustrate: fakateetee to sail, transitive, fakatoofaa to put to bed

(honorific),

soosoo to be

squ wk.

as well

taa to beat or strike, iterative, kaakaa to be deceitful,

crowded, iterative, tootoo to fall, iterative, and kookoo to

Non-identical vowel clusters, or clusters composed of non-identical

as identicea vowel.s, range from disyllabic VV clusters to seven-sylla-

ble clusters. No clusters larger than seven vowels have been found in the

present study. Disyllabic VV and trisyllabic VVV clusters are very common in

Tongan. Al]. possible combinations of vowels occur in disyllabic clusters, as

faa four, fee Ehlehzirrarel fii IsLylait or braid, foo to wash,

leatudrx, fuu to cla in a keva c ony, kae but, kai to eat, kao

lute-
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name of a volcano; kau7to lea to7..speak). mai from,. feo coral,

keu that- E nay; is him, her., it, fie to wextt.i ? ion moue yak, allur ua two,.

ue9i to. cause.; to:irove move- u.t, to: call; and kuo. rfect or inceptive aspect.

Disyllabic.. vowel. clusters._ occur initially,.. as in .uamau two hundred; medially,

as. in feirp to tryi to:.. attempt;. as in fai to. do. and._ kapau. if..

WiT clusters are. quite common,. but., not as common., as disyllabic_ W

clusters:... Trisyliabie clusters occur. initially, medially; and finally, as in

aautoo (of am or moon) to be about_ to. se.'Er .f.e.009akii to gv in opposite -ec-

tive.) and rue to -move. Trisyllabic.vowel_clusters appear

nos-b frequently in .m an& final position,. and.. only occasiormi y in- initial

position. A few forms are found. consisting of only a .trisyllabic, vowel cluster,

as uii an expression. of;.disgust.. and uao. tom: crowded. Four- syllable or tetra-,
syllabic vowel clusters._ are. not frequently: found... Those. that .dO' occur are.

round-. as single words as well.. as in sets.. of.: initial,. medial,- and final syllables.

Compare.. the.- following examples: of identical. vowel... clusters.:.., -0000 to:-.go. (plural.,

iterative). uuuu. to.. be. sheltered: . iterative.. together,)with-exampies:,. of:.nonce

identical tetras3rIlabic wow:, to.. bind. round. and.. round, ouau-c.rite,

,ordinance, uuuurpldna:. to .be: sheltered, auaimi...to-:-constat of.i. several fads

(iterative), maue?i. to u.tilitei. loona,.dOuble; two-fold,' and.. lOoio to ..

fish along the grain with the Lingers.. Fourrosyliabie, clusters. occur' more

frequently medially- than in any other. position,,,.. Five-syllable vowel . clusters,

occur word-medially and _word-finally- but not word-initial..1.3!,. except- when. the-

whole.. word is. made:, of. the five vowels....: The. following amples: (of

whole word), iaupe- an: expression.: (of cluster) fakaaoao9i

to treat..,despoticallY or tranicalli""... and'. word final cluster) fakaaoao.. to-.

act. like a desat..: Five-syllable: clusters occur.more. frequently in. word -final..
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word- finally in medially but not initially, except when the whole word is made

up of six vowels. Compare the following examples: uoouoo to crowded,

iterative, fe0000aki to o back and forth reci rocative plural and 9oiaueo

alas, to exclaim in dismay. Six-syllable vowel clusters in medial position

and single words composed of six syllables are very rare. Cix-gyllable clusters

in final position are also rare but are found. more freque Ay than any other

position. One seven-syllable vowel cluster has been encountered in the present

study: 9ioiaaee 222raggheave erpush,, a11. tocether20) heave or me.

It is possible, however, that other non-encountered forms exist in the lan-

guage with seven-syllable clusters.

... The canonical shape of words appearing between successive occurrences

of plus juncture /4, or between plus juncture and a major juncture, vary from

monosyllabic words of the shape CV or disyllabic VV clusters to long words of

as many as 16 syllables: so.:04 me, no 2ELA6 and rstauetootooivimaalohi,aki to

zealously the latter example consisting of nine conso-

nants and 16 vowels. The largest number of consecutive CV syllables strung

together successively in-aword is 12, as in fefakavabeepuleana'aki to vie

with each other as nations reciprocative. Numerous eight, ten, and. twelve

syllable forms consisting entirely of CV syllables are formed by reduplication

of a CVCV stem either with or without the affixation of a CV prefix or mail

suffix. Numerous stems andagfixes are of this pattern. No forms have been

found in the present study with more than 12 consonants or 16 vowels as in the

forms which have just tem cited. Between the extremes of monosyllabic CV

words and sixteen-syllable words, a wide variety of vowel and CV combinations

occur, but it seems trivial to list .11 the combinations found."
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Our sample of Tongan sentences ;Ls excerpted from Morton (m. cit,), but

the sentence profile arrangement of these sentences is a continuation of profile

arrangements encountered. in p

(2, 0116. La, above).

we encounter for the firs4

`Me criterion for such an

(m) which functions as a

receding sentence samples from Eastern Polynesia

Here for a Western Polyriesian language (Tongan)

im an embedded subject verb phrase-- [ES--V phrase]

[LS- -V phrase] is that it begins with a minor morpheme

phrase introducer, and. that it includes between this

m and, the phrase nucleus major morpheme (M), a morpheme marking 1st, 2nd., or
3rd person subject. The kind of [S phrase] already encountered in Eastern

Polynesia. also occurs in Tongan, and some profiles in Tongan include both

[ESiv phrase] and [S phrase].

When a morpheme is of a shape that will be uttered in isolation by Tongan

apeakers (e.g. students at the Churdh College of Hawaii) and glossed by

them, as be/ she, or it (3rd person), we separate the morpheme by space

:..e. treat it as a 'word' in the folla:7ing sentenceseven if our source (Morton)

or the cent .-old spelling orthography is inclined to treat the same morpheme

as a non-isolable part of a word. (affix).

Sentences (1) to (6) which follow show a profile in which the only phrase

90

r re

phraul.

1) Isla.
ku ou 9itlu

2..212-L -1

(2) He will go.

to net 95.1u

future he

(3) He has come.
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kuo ne ha9u

[2t. ,come ]

(4) We dui a3__:L_22.cclkusexclusive) will go.

te ma 90.0

[future we 523.

(5) He is eating yam.

9oku ne kaiufi

[ resent 7am-eat]

(6) I will
teu 9eClu

[m-M I'll As]

The components for what is glossed m-M are /te/ future ar.d/u/ one of the
variant forms for 1st person.

In the next sentence [ES- -V phrase] is followed by [V phrase] without

embedded subject; the phrase introducers are minor morphemes (m) : glossed
future in the first, and glossed. and in the second phrase.

(7) go and sleek_

te ne 95.1u mohe

[future he [and. lea]
The phrase interiors of the profile [ESV] of sentences (8) and (9) each

include parentheses to show modified-modifier order.

(8) Wby did he sot

na9a ne 95.1u kce9uma9aa

[pikEt he (52 ENE) ]

Perhaps in the literal sense of He why-went?
(9) When will yob

te ke 9111u fakakuu
[future za (112. when)]
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Perhaps in the literal sense of You'll. when-go?

Etntences (10) to (13), inclusive, all include [ES--V phrase] which is

followed or preceded by other phrases.

(10) He baked. some bread.

na9a ne ta90 ha maa

[East he bake] [same bread]

In this profile, [Es. --V phrase] [0 phrase], each phrase begins with a phrase

introducer.

(11) tbn't you take it.

?oua te ke 'pave ia

[dam] ] [future mu take ] [it]]

The profile here is [Neg. phrase] [ES -"-V phrase] [0 phrase].

(12) I arrived. home at seven.

na9a ku a9u atu ki 9api 9ihe taimi fitu

[past-time I 52 from-here [to home] [at the (time seven) ]

All three phrases in this profile, [ES--V phrase] [L phrase] [L phrase], begin

with phrase introducer minor morpheme which distinguishes [L phrase]:. locating

place from [L phrase] locating time. In the latter, the parentheses point to

modified - modifier order.

(13) He will cut it off with a saw.

te ne tu9usi ia 9aki 9ae kili

[future he cut ] fit 3 with a saw]

This profile shows [ES-.-V phrase] [0 phrase] (Inst. phrase].

Sentences (14) to (18) show a single [V phrase] without embedded. subject,

or a succession of two [V phrase ]'s, with the second. beginning with a phrase

introducer.

(14) Stop!,
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r,some]

(16) Go away/

9411 atu

.my)
(17) Come and eat/

ha9u 90 kai

[come] [Luz! eat]

(18) Run fast!

lele 90 vave

Crixa E222.1. fast 3

Sentences (19) to (22) show profile [V phrase] [S phrase] in contrast

to subject embedded. verb phrase, above.

(19) He went.

na9e 951.0 I a

rEttErl [he]

Fere the [S phrase] follows the [V phrase].

(20) The box is heavZ.

oku mamafa Sae puha

[present ksia] [the box]

(21) John and Peter will do so.

9e fai 9e pita me sione

[future do] Peter and. John]
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(22) The breadwds baked.

nee ta90 Sae maa

Cad bake] [the bread]

Perhaps more literally, The bread baked.

Sentences (23) to (26) specify comment-ft C phrase] -'- without gollovins

topic.

(23) It is Peter.

to pita

CIS Peter]

(24) it is a boy.

lzoe ,temasi91

Cm

(25) This is the One

to 9eni

[ir?. this]

(26) alwebeatifu3.hoeus..

:me fale faka9ofo9oge 9aupito

rin the (re. beautiful'
L 111411 ]

The narenthesds here point to the modified.qiiodifier-modiller order.

Sentences (0.7) to (29) show profile [C phrase] [T phrase]. .5"ba.:dsecond

or Tapic..phratte besins with a pbrasac lutroduceriugess the anaphor:Lc 1st, 2nd:

or 3rd person morpheoes constitute the [T :Aram].

(27)`' He ika good school teacher.

'ad faiako lclei is

(teacher, 2203 [hie
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(28) Jan is a smart boz.

koe tamasi9i poto 9a sione

D[mtl Oa !mart)] Cat. J_an]

29) My. mother is a good woman.

koe fefine analelei %kit fa9ee

[2 (woman EA)] Elm Brother]

For the remaining sentences in the Tongan sample, the final note on

reordering is applicable, in varioub ways, as yet to be determined for all.

(30) It was baked. by John.

koe ta90 9e sione

m...the bake] [It John]

(31) John has a horse

9oka iai ?see hoosi 9a sione

[present have] [m -a horse] [the John]

(32) He is a boy from, Tonga.

koe tamasi9i ia mei tom -

[moma
.122111 nki ELM MEM)

(33) When will ,you go to town?

to ke 9Eln faaakun, Id.. kolo

Efuture, isai (ea Aga)) [to to]
(34a) Give it to Johns

9ave ia ma9a sione

(a.....ve) [a] to t2.21.3n)

111:0 Takp,A±L_to---thae--beE-

9ave ia kib tamasi9i ko9ena

[take] [it] to the that)]
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(35) He came froy town.

nee ha9u is mei kolo

ralt come] [he] [tr.om. town]

(36) I saw a beautiful island..

neu sio kikta motu Zaka9ofo9ofa

[fit I see] to a (island beautiful)]

(37) you take your mat aa3.).

ke ke to90 ho fala 90 Ma
zo.a. take ram mat j Led 23

Does this ref leOt Bible translation influence?

(38) Bight p il,8t cut the lawn.

na9e huo Sae mala9e 9ehe tamaiki ako 9is tab lizalu

Ltast cut] [,to the lawn] [by the (chili:Vim study)] ri& Ara]
(39) Both will go,

to na 9alu

[future they ife]

(1) really doe= 't know.

koloto ke ne silo
[neg. es [E. he palt]

(4.1) He worked. without any pay.

na9a ne rp.a.ue tee ha toto I.

[22,Lrist he . work] [irithout some La]
(42) He did it even though vas different.

na9a ne fai is neorp na9e fairAtea
[22.st he do3 al] pat difficult]

(43) Hurry up or you'll be late.
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nave mai na9a Ice toomui

[hurry here] ragt mu. late]

(144) He will zo and see the house.

te ne. 95.1u mo mamats, kihe fate

[future he zo] [and. look] to the house]

(45) It ought to be done..

9oku. lelei ke fai is
Enow Loot]

(46) They will go to Mu.9a and see how their mother is

te nau 951u 90 vekai 9enau fa9ee i mu9a

[ tutUre 112.11 AO [and see] their mother] [at zu.9a]

has drunk and is satisfied.

kuo ne inu pea fiu

[perfect he drink] [and satisgi]

(4.8) I hope he comes.

9ora ke ne la9u

[AEA] [m he come]

(49) They laughed., and began to shout in approval.

na9a nau kata mo nau kamata tuee

[at they 1.mga] [and they (begin shout.-sjamtle

(50) We got aboard an ailed at once.

na9a mau heka pea mau tuku. folau levy

[p.aLrb we embark] ar we (start sail Liz) 3=1 m . M

(51) A1]. the .peo_ple ,did it.

na9e fai is 9ehe kakai kotoapee

sath.st do] [LA] Elizast treople Pal Weed.]
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na9a

(52) ire failed in the examinations because of carelessness,
ne

[p.a.st the

too 9i he sivi ko 9ene ta9etokan a

fail] Eva the exams] f her inattention]
(53) All peopasLknow this object,

9oku. Silo Sae me9ani 9ehe kakai kotoapee

[present know] to the 01114.1b- [bar the

123

people j:e [a.0 indeed] ci

Eow Tongan phrases in this sentence may be reordered, without changing the

message of the sentence (non-contrastive syntax) is shown here by simply

reordering the square brackets from a b.c .d., as is shown in. the order above,

to a b d c.

The following give an inventory of Tongan morphology with numbers and

glosses as given by Morton (in Itressi).::

10. Person with verbhpronouns marked by

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

-kr.atr-u"-au

-te"-to"-ta

-ke"-9o"-oe"-u

-ne"-no"-na"-a

-ma

-ta

-mo

-118.

20. Prefixes indicated b.

21. beveheei
22.* hea

23. 9%a 14".4 ""o

1st exclusive singular,

1st inclusive singular, I, one

2nd singular, you

3rd singular, he, she, is

1st non-singular exclusive, we

lst non-singular inclusive, we

2nd non-singular, you

3rd. non-singular, t. hey

Yid* ronominal roots or free forms:

definite article, non-emphatic

indite article
actor oriented. non-ter tamative aspect,

possessive, of
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24. lb" o "V. It goal oriented terminative aspect.

possessive, of

25. si9i " thriruitive .

26. ma-' mo- dative, to, for
27. ha-" ho- pronominal prefix

28. 9a-"9o-"zero adjectival verb -prefix

30. Suffixes Iiith;:ronotinal.-roots:

31. -ua " zero dual

32. -tofu "-u plural

33. .9i"*.-kr-fr-si"-n1 genitive; also with nouns, being placed.

between the possessed. (first) and. the possessor (last).

E.g. of cooccurrences: Stein +10 +30.

Derivational Suffixes: 50.70

51. -p

52. -k

53. -f

54. .s" -t

55. -h

56. ..1

5T -m

58.

59

60.

61.

71. -9 emphatic (may occur after 50 or 60)
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Verbal suffixes (follow 50-70) : 80-90

125

81. transitivizer

82. -aki m -eki tramsitivizing instrumentive

83. -via to consider as being, to regard as

91. -ala cause, reason, place of doing, noun forming

92. -*a " -a goal oriented terminative aspect, emphatic

93. -0 actor oriented. non-terminative aspect,

emphatic, active

Dtmerals (same free, some Lffixes, as indicated):

201. tabam ho- .. te one

202. ua,m uo- two

203. tolu three

204. faa four

205. nima five

206. ono six

207. fitu seven

208. valu eight

209. hiva nine

210. fiha how many, indefinite number

211. la fa " -10 " mo " 0 numeral stem fOrmative

232Ø mbrulti ten or a decade

213. -kau 20 (coconuts)

214. -kumi 10 (fathoms or spans)

215. -fuhi 200 (yams)

216. -fits. 200 (coconuts)

217. -au 100
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218. -tula 10 pairs (of thatch)
219 ate 1000

220. nano 10 thousand
e.g. /taha noa fitui one-zero-seven: 107 (literally)

221* kilu 100 thousand,
222. miliona

223. noa zero

(1) Vowel Doubling: derivational (non-transformative).
(2) Reduplication:

(a) iterative or continuative e.g. f-lui to shake
(b) dual or plural /lulu/ to shake or quiver,
(c) dlirdnuitive ilululului to shake iterative
(d) intensive
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SAMOAN

2. 7 The coexistent sound systems in Samoa imp for casual, the

other for non-casual utterances have been discussed (2. 2, above). One

might in this context also discuss the Samoan vocabulary of respect which

has been described by G. B. Milrier, in the Journal of the Royal Anthropological

Institute 92.296-z317 (1961). Alniost five hundred terms are charactirized in

terms of referring to or addressing:

1) people of rank , when one wishes to be polite and this is the largest

category;

2) royalty and high chiefs but not chiefs of lower rank;

3) chiefs (ali 9 i) but not orators;

4) orators (tulliale) but not chiefs;

5) the speaker himself and this is a category of humility or even self-

abasement.

Samoan may be compared with Javanese. Structural differences are

significant, and no etymological connection exists between the twos out much

the same frequency is found in various domains (semantic fields) that are

represented in the Samoan respect vocabulary, and the Javanese krarna

It would be misleading to give a short sample of oratorical Samoan, ire

which some of the vocabulary of respect'is couched, and then compare this

with a sample of sentences spoken in casual Samoan. To do this would be

to exaggerate the difference between the two. Norx-casual utterances in Samo&i
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characteristically include a half dozen phrases in one sentence, and such

utterances should be compared, to begin with, to non-casual utterances in

Hawaiian and Maori and other Eastern Polynesian languages rather to

casual utterances in Samoan. The latter appear to be segmented into sentences

of perhaps three phrases on the average, but we do not have an adequate sample

of Samoan sentence that permits us to give more than such general impressions.

Adequate. 'information, on the length of Maori sentences used in conversations

permits us to say that some 70 percent of them are two phrases long . and
reflect one or another of two favorite sentence profiles described above (2.5).

The following information on Samoan is derived from Pawley (in press,AL).
Samoan is the native language of over 100,000 inhabitants of Samoa

Islands plus several thousand Samoan migrants to New Zealand and Hawaii

(Meinecke says circa of 2000 in Hawaii); Samoan is also widely spoken as

second language in Ellice and Tokelau Islands.

Comparatively few dialect differences have been found between Eastern

and Western Samoan, but Western has clearly distinguished stylistic variants.
formal (spoken on formal occasions, in ceremonies, in the pulpit, when speaking

to Europeans and sometimes in formal conversations between Samoans) and

colloquial (spoken in all other situations) these differ in vocabulary, and, to

a lesser extent, in grammar, but are most clearly expressed in a coexistent

sound system (2.2, above).

Emphatic stress is not predictable, but frequently occurs on the penul-

timate syllable before a non-final or final juncture.occurs with greater
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frequency in slow, careful speech than in rapid conversational speech. It

occurs only on syllables which would otherwise have moderate stress, never

on potentially unstressed syllables. Moderate stress is predictable, occurring

'in most cases' on the second syllable before open transition, non-final or

final juncture (J) and on each alternate preceding V. The third syllable

before J is heard in all but the slowest speech as the most prominently stressed

syllable. The second V if unstressed is heard almost as loud as stressed

V preceding it.

In conversational speech phrases have an average length of about 3

morphemes and rarely exceed 7 or 8. In formal Samoan the average phrase

length is about 4 morphemes and unelicited phrases of 12 nd 13.morphemes

occur. In colloquial D usually consists of a single morpheme), sometimes

2, but rarely more than 2 fill slot D:

A

le nei mea

the here thing for this thing

whereas in formal speech 2 or 3 or. even 4 morphemes fill slot.D:

A

le isi fo9i lava laa 1 mea
for the other

the other additional particular yonder thin particular thing

'Three hyperclasses of morphemes are major, minor and interjections.

Major morphemes (also. called bases) are so defined that any one can fill

nucleus slots of a phrase and no minor but most major can stand alone as a
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complete phrase. No minor but.most major morphemes can be reduplicated
within the phrase to concord with plural subject or to mark plural event. All
major but few minor morphemes occur in nucleus slot (as opposed to peripher-
al slots) ir the phrase.

All major morphemes have at least one allomorph of two or more
syllables; minor morphemes (with the single exception of naai diminutive
article pl.) never exceed two syllables and may be only one syllable or only
a single consonant (or zero).

Minor morphemes have greater text frequency than major morphemes,
and "minor morphemeS have grammatical meaning, major in most cases
carry lexical meaning."

Minor morphemes are listable (about 100) and major are not. Minor
morphemes are divisible into distributional classes, each of which has a

closed membership of fewer than twenty morphemes. Major morphemes
are divisible into a small number of distributional classes, with open

memberships, ranging in size from ten to several thousand morphemes.
In Samonan, as in other Polynesian languages, the class of major morphemes
is hospitable to borrowing; that of minor morphemes is not. Hence, as
already mentioned, it is possible to give the number of morphemes in a
minor morpheme list. But the dictionary -- taken as a sort of list of major
morphemes -- cannot be considered closed or listed in the same way, since
with each new borrowing the size of the major morpheme list changes.



The Following Abbreviations Will Be Used

AA American Anthropologist
ACLS American Council of Learned Societies

. American Ethnological Society, Publication
AL . Anthropological Linguistics

APS-P . . . American Philosophical Society, Proceedings
APS-T . American Philosophical Society, Transactions
BAE-B Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin
BAE-R . . . Bureau of American Ethnology, Report
CU . . Columbia University Contributions to Anthropology
IJAL . International Journal of American Linguistics
PUPAL Indiana University Publications in Anthropology and

Linguistics
JAF . journal of American Folklore
OAP . Journal de la Societe des Amiricanistes de Paris

. Language
RCPAFL. Research Center Publications in Anthropology, Folklore

and Linguistics
SJA Southwestern jour1,41 of Anthropology
SIL . Studies in Linguistics
TCLP . Travaux du C..ercle Linguistique de Prague
UMPL University of Michigan Publications, Linguistics
UCPAAE University of. CatiforGZ a 'Publications in American

Archaeology and Ethnology
UCPL University of California Publications in Linguistics
VFPA Viking Fund Publicttions in Anthropology
WD LS William Dwight Whitney Linguistic Series
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